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Abstract 
Newspaper editorials seem to be neglected in media discourse research compared to the abundant work 
conducted on other newspaper texts, especially the news. Given their rhetorical nature, newspaper editorials are 
distinguished by certain characteristics in terms of their structure, the types of opinions used and their 
positioning in the editorial, as well as the language used in them. Given these facts, and since newspaper 
editorials are directed to mass audiences with the aim to opinions, they deserve more consideration in media 
discourse research. This situation seems to apply to newspaper editorials in Arabic language and in the 
Moroccan context specifically. This article, thus, tries to cover up some of these features in ‘Chouftchouf’ 
Editorial published in the ‘Almassae’ Moroccan newspaper. This editorial started to be published since the 
launching of ‘Almassae’ Newspaper in 2006 and has known a tremendous success since then. This editorial is 
characterized by the variety of its structural organization, the types and positioning of the opinions used as well 
as the language employed. The structure varies between including or excluding a conclusion, a background part 
in the beginning of the intermediate section, or just following the three part structure: an introduction, an 
intermediate section, and a conclusion. As far as opinions are concerned, the types vary between the using 
opinions based on popular beliefs, emotions, facts and evaluations. The positioning of these opinions also vary 
between inserting prominent opinions in the beginning of the article and including less prominent opinions in the 
end or vice versa. As for language, ‘Chouftchouf’ editorial is a rich source of language-based argumentative 
strategies from which it gets some of its influencing power. In this editorial, at least nineteen argumentative 
strategies that are language based are used. 
Keywords: structural organization- language power- opinion types  

 
Introduction 
The present article tries to cover some important notions on newspaper editorials in general and in the Moroccan 
context in particular. Because of their nature as opinion texts and ,consequently,  being argumentative and 
persuasive, editorials might have more chances to influence the thinking of the reader than any other newspaper 
text type. Furthermore, the argument and information have become the nerve of our life and they are strongly 
present in all domains of human communication according to Alaoui (2010:1). Editorials are, then, automatically 
credited a strong presence in the newspaper as argumentative texts written mainly to influence the opinions of 
large audiences.  

In spite of this importance, editorials seem to be neglected in research. Ansari and Babaii (2005:271) 
state in this regard:” print journalism opinion discourse has been and still is considered by many a neglected 

genre, especially if it is compared with the abundant existing work on other newspaper text types….” One of the 
important reasons for the necessity to consider editorials in research is based on their familiarity. According to 
Van Dijk (1996 in Greenburg 2000:520), they “are probably the widest circulating forms of opinion discourse”.  
Boeyink (1993: 28) supports the aforementioned claim for newspaper editorials stating that research on editorials 
is often limited to identifying the topics and classifying the arguments as supporting or opposing a position.  
Also, Van Dijk (1996: 1) claims that “there are visually no book-length studies, and rather few substantial 

articles”.  
Needless to say that similar situation seems to apply to Editorials in Arabic language, since research 

on argumentation in general is overlooked. Alaoui (2010:1) states that argumentation studies are still among the 
specialties which did not receive the expected care in the Arabic culture, and that research in Arabic Rhetoric is 
so little and it does not give satisfactory answers about rhetoric without going back to western research. The 
purpose of this article, thus, is to disclose the importance of newspaper editorials by describing their 
characteristics, and demonstrating their roles in the newspaper taking ‘chouftchouf’ editorial published in 
‘Almassae’ Moroccan newspaper as a case in point.  

This article will be structured as follows:  After defining newspaper editorials, it will describe some of 
their characteristics. It will specifically describe the types and the organization of opinions used and then, the 
different editorial structures. After that, the article will reveal some of the important roles and diverse functions 
newspaper editorials have in the newspaper. It is important to notice that the sources of their strong presence in 
the newspaper come from their nature as opinion texts and the power they gain through the language used in 
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them. The section following editorial structure will elaborate on this notion of power in relation to newspaper 
language in general and newspaper editorials in particular. These notions seem to be important to get more 
understanding of the content and the form of these opinion texts as a background step to introduce Moroccan 
editorials, with which the last section of this article  will be concerned taking ‘chouftchouf’ as a case study. 

 
1. Editorials  
An editorial is a type of newspaper opinion texts “intended to persuade the reader” (Biber 1988: 148 in 
Belmonte 2007:1). Sinclair (1995 in Hasan and Babaii 2005: 276) define an editorial as “an article in a 

newspaper that gives the opinion of the editor or publisher on a topic or item of news.  They are restricted to 

between “200 and 500” words and “appear at a fixed place in the paper”. It can be inferred from these 
definitions that an editorial expresses the opinion of its writer and aims to persuade the reader to embrace this 
opinion. What characterizes editorials according to (Richardson 2007: 86) is that they are “opinion articles 

and… will never qualify as ‘objective reporting’”. That means they always express an opinion. They are also 
described as “rhetorical” (Billing 1991 in Van Dijk 1995: 7), because they occur in interaction contexts. That is 
to say, their objective is to convince the recipient with the legitimacy or invalidity of ideas. Van Dijk (1996: 23) 
categorizes them as “public-mass communicated types of opinion discourse par excellence”. Thus, they are 
newspaper texts expressing opinions directed to a large public and consequently, their aim is to persuade and 
convince. 

Editorials include: leading articles, letters to the editor, and personal editorials (Koubali 2007:31). 
Koubali (2007:31) explains that leading articles or institutional editorials are regularly written by members of 
the editorial board, and so reflect the ideology of the newspaper. Letters to the editors are usually received by the 
newspaper from the readers as answers or comments about a particular issue already published in the newspaper. 
Personal editorials on the other hand, can be written by individual authors approaching and taking sides on 
different issues that were not necessarily published a priori. Thus, while leading articles follow the opinion of 
the newspaper, letters to the editors reflect those of the mass public, which might be the case for personal 

editorials as well. (Belmonte 2007:2) supports this conclusion.  
Being a leading article, a letter to the editor or a personal editorial, an editorial remains an opinion 

text where the writer aims to convince the reader with a certain idea. Consequently, the construction of editorials 
at the levels of content and form usually follows an argumentative scheme. The next section will describe some 
characteristics of this construction.   
 
2. Characteristics of Newspaper Editorials  

Newspaper editorials make use of diverse types of opinions and structures. This section will describe the 
nature and the positioning of opinions used in editorials. It will then describe the different structural designs of 
editorials as suggested by researchers.  
 
2.1. Opinion  
In media research, the notion of newspaper opinion has been approached from different angles.  Van Dijk (1995: 
2-6) has elaborated on newspaper editorials opinions through the angle of beliefs which “feature an 

evaluation … and are the result of a mental judgement”. In other words, the evaluations and judgements 
presented in editorials come from what the writer believes to be right or wrong. Van Dijk (1995: 3) adds that an 
opinion can be an ‘evaluative belief’ or a ‘factual belief’. The former implies that an opinion can be true or false 
because as Van Dijk (1995: 3) states: “opinions…. Are associated to individuals, deemed to be subjective in the 

sense that they are what someone thinks to be true, but which I or others know or believe to be false or at least 

not justified”. In other words, an opinion as an evaluative belief can be limited to individual thinking and not 
necessarily shared by others. And in that case, Van Dijk (1995:3) emphasizes, this opinion needs to be justified 
in order to be accepted by others. He illustrates the idea by the following example: “Yeltsin is a democrat”. He 
explains that we believe that the statement is true but others may not agree with us.  

A factual belief on the other hand is related to real events and facts. Van Dijk (1995:3) in this regard 
says that factual beliefs are socio-culturally based. That is to say, a factual belief is judged and justified 
according to the socio-cultural norms of a specific community. For example, a criminal, a person who commits 
crimes, is a fact (factual belief). This statement does depend on common sense, and the condemnation of 
criminals depends on the laws and norms established by communities:  a person who kills with the intention to 
kill can be sentenced to death in one community but be only put in Jail for years in another community. However, 
the condemnation is somewhat universal.  

 A closely related opinion characteristic in this regard is the one suggested by Walton (2000: 387-388) 
who believes that opinions can also come from popular belief of a society and this source is what constitutes its 
reasonability: because it is used in a particular context where this opinion is taken for granted as true regardless 
of the argument used to support it. Walton did not specify whether this notion on opinions is evaluative or 
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factual but it can be deciphered that it is closely related to factual belief since a popular belief should be shared 
by a specific cultural community in order to be called ‘popular’. 

Another angle through which newspaper opinions are considered is when they are related to emotions. 
Van Dijk (1995: 6) says that: “the evaluation of events or other people may be accompanied by feelings of well-

being, anger, shame, jealousy or resentment, and the verbal expression of such emotions at the same time may 

express an opinion”. Van Dijk illustrates the idea by the following example: “you are wonderful” and “he is a 
creep”. These two sentences imply emotion and opinion at the same time. ‘wonderful’ and ‘creep’ express the 
emotions of the person stating that he likes or does not like the person he/ she talking about, and at the same time 
express what this person thinks about the person he/she is referring to. Thus emotions and opinions are strongly 
related. However, van Dijk (1995:6) says that emotion expressions may not express opinion all the time. He 
gives the following example: “I hate him”. This statement shows the emotions a person has towards another but 
it does not express an opinion about him. 

Opinion in editorials seems to be a complex notion in the sense that it is related to many elements 
varying from facts to feelings and to the social and cultural contexts: evaluations, beliefs, and socio-cultural 
norms. These varied sources might define the degree of opinions’ strength and, consequently their positioning in 
editorials. In this regard, Van Dijk (1995: 13) categorizes opinions into prominent and less prominent opinions 
saying: “prominent opinions may be expressed first, or in other prominent positions… at the beginning of 

clauses, sentences… headlines, headers or initial summaries”. In other words, the main and the strongest 
opinions are situated in positions which attract the attention of the reader before he/she goes on with the 
scanning process of reading the article details; Positions such as headlines and initial summaries are initial 
elements in the article in the sense that the reader looks at these parts first before reading the whole article. Van 
Dijk (1995: 13) adds that when (major) opinions are expressed initially, they “(….) may influence understanding, 

interpretation, and evaluation of later information in the text”. And this is the objective of editorials. 
A similar suggestion may apply to arguments supporting stated opinions. Gauthier (2007: 324) 

specifies that “an argument is composed of a proposition and a support”. ‘Proposition’ in this context refers to an 
idea, a claim or a statement expressing an opinion, while ‘support’ refers to the proof used to establish the 
(in)validity of the proposition. Shahri (2010: 59-99) mentions that arguments are classified in a text depending 
on the degree of their strength. He means that stronger arguments may be stated first followed by less strong 
ones or vice-versa. That is, it is possible to start with less prominent arguments as well. The purpose of this 
organization might be a strategy to keep the reader attracted to the article till the end in order to cover these 
prominent opinions. Since an argument should entirely be formulated, the proposition and its support would 
usually go together. One can deduce then that strong opinions or propositions can also be positioned at the end of 
the editorial.  

Another characteristic of newspaper editorials is their schematic organization. There have been 
various research suggestions on the structures of these texts. The following section will describe these 
suggestions. 
 
2.2. Structure  
Editorials, functioning as opinion-articles, reflect a specific opinion-organization and therefore a specific 
structure. Editorials may share some characteristics with other types of newspaper articles like the news as the 
use of headlines and conclusions. But editorials seem to follow different body structures. Wikipedia (2008) 
mentions some examples of these body structures: An editorial might follow chronology structure of events, 
cause-effect which refers to reasons and results, classification of items in terms of comparison, question answer, 
or lists. Van Dijk and Kintsch (1978 in Condit 1999:6-7) described the superstructure of editorials as situation, 
problem, and solution. Within each of these three macro structure sections, we can also find micro situation and 
problem sections. It can be illustrated as follows: 

                               Pro    sit      pro    sit     pro     sol 
Situation                               problem                                  solution  
 The situation introduces the general context of the problem. The problem exposes the crisis or 

an issue or a person standing for or against. The solution may suggest ways to work out the problem. In relation 
to what is stated before, this global superstructure can incorporate the different body structures of chronology, 
question/answer, etc….  

Van Dijk (1992 in Katajamaki and Koskela 2006: 2) gave a bit different description. The three 
sections are as follows: the first section ‘introduction’ describes the event and exposes the problem. The second 
section which he calls the ‘intermediate section’ shifts to the consequences of the event and analyzes them 
through giving reasons, examples and solution. The third section ‘coda’ summarizes the event and gives a moral. 
The moral for van Dijk is an optional element. 

 Introduction                        intermediate section                    coda 
Variations of this description exist, though. Katajamaki and Koskela (2006) in their study of editorial 
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structure in English, Swedish, and Finnish business newspapers found that these business newspapers seldom 
present a direct solution and moral for the critical issue tackled. Compared to the superstructure aforementioned, 
the differences may hold at some levels. The ‘problem’ for Van Dijk and Kintsch (1978 in Condit 1999:6-7) is 
exposed in the second macro-section, while for Katajamaki and Koskela (2006) it is exposed in the introduction 
section. In addition, in the first description the conclusion is not mentioned to include a moral which differs from 
the one in the second description, even though it is optional.  

Koubali (2007: 77-78) suggested that (institutional) editorials particularly are structured as follows:                 
Situation>evaluation>conclusion 

The situation describes and summarizes the event. The evaluation gives explanations with arguments 
for or against, and the conclusion gives recommendations about what should be done and expectations about 
future development, based on the evaluation and it might also present predictions. The conclusion part is “a very 

important element of the overall structure”, koubali (2007: 83), While the situation part “does not express the 

most important in formation of the text but merely recapitulates the events or focuses on specific actions or 

actors”, koubali (2007: 83). Thus, according to this structure, the conclusion part is the essential part in the 
overall structure because it voices the writer’s opinion more clearly after listing the arguments for and against in 
the ‘evaluation’ part.  

Koubali’s (2007) suggested structure seems to be closer to the one suggested by Van Dijk (1992). In 
both, the ‘introduction’ and the ‘situation’ expose the problem, while for Van Dijk (1978), the ‘introduction’ just 
sets the context for exposing the problem in the ‘intermediate’ section. Also, in Koubali’s (2007), and Van 
Dijk’s (1992) suggestions, the ‘coda’ and the ‘conclusion’ seem to be the most important parts of the editorial 
because they both incorporate the perspective of the writer, either as a ‘moral’ for Van Dijk (1992), or as 
‘expectations’ for Koubali’s (2007).  

Ansary and Babaii (2005) worked on rhetorical features and linguistic structure of English newspaper 
editorials through the systemic functional perspective of Halliday and Hasan (1989 in Ansary and Babaii (2005: 
271). The study focused on the macro-structural level of 30 editorials taken from the electronic version of The 

Washington Times). The results showed that editorials use the following macro-structure:  
1- 100% of the editorials use a ‘Run-on headline’ which states its theme and summarizes their 

main ideas. 
2- 100% of the editorials use ‘Addressing an issue’ which “served as a motivation for the 

editorial. In other words, it indicated that there existed an issue that must be debated” (Ansary 
and Babaii 2005: 280). In short, this section usually sets the scene for later development of the 
topic. 

3- 6% of the editorials ‘provide background information’ which Ansary and Babaii (2005: 2008) 
consider as a ‘rhetorical element’ that gives the reader some basic information about the issue 
to be argued for or against. 

4- 100% of the editorials use ‘argumentation’. This term is used to refer “both to the process of 
argumentation and the arguments produced in that process” (Ansary and Babaii 2005: 281). 
More specifically, the process of argumentation is as follows: it starts initiating argumentation 
by presenting the available arguments one after the other, and ending by ‘closure of 
argumentation’.  

5- 100% of the editorials ‘articulate a position’. This element identifies the writer’s opinion about 
the issue tackled. It summarizes the whole editorial and comes as a consequence of the 
arguments provided beforehand. Iedema et al (1994:2-3) suggests the same category they 
named:  ‘reiteration of the thesis’.  

Ansary and Babaii (2008) suggestion seems to be more detailed compared to the editorial structures 
aforementioned. It included a ‘run on headline’ before the introduction and ‘background information’ included in 
the ‘intermediate’ section. Iedema et al (1994:2-3) add a ‘byline’ category after the headline and it refers to the 
name of the writer. 
Morley (2004) proposed modes of persuasion used in quality and popular British newspaper editorials. 
Following this mode, editorials are structured in the following way: 

1- What is the case: this is usually the beginning of the editorial where the writer describes the 
actual situation or event. The writer usually makes use of ‘definition’ and ‘explanation’ 

2- What should be the case:   the writer at that level ‘evaluates’ the situation suggesting solutions 
and better ways to deal with the problem. Reed (in Morley 2004: 2) calls this a ‘normative 
argument’ and states that this type of arguments is common in newspaper editorials; he says:” 

newspaper editorials often make a case for what should happen with respect to some hot 

topics”. 
3- What will happen in the future: the writer makes predictions about the future on the basis of 

prior explanation and evaluation of the situation or event. 
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These suggested structures seem to match with minor differences. There is an introduction which 
either sets the context for the problem or exposes it directly. Then, there is an intermediate section which 
exposes the problem (Van Dijk and Kintch 1978), describes the consequences of the problem (Van Dijk 1992), 
presents arguments (Ansari and Babai 2005, and Koubali 2007) or even presents recommendations, (Morley 
2006). It might include a background information part as suggested by Ansary and Babaii (2005). The last 
section summarizes the event (Van Dijk 1992), suggests solutions (Van Dijk and Kintsch 1978), future 
expectations (Morley 2004), or recommendations (Koubali 2007). 

These editorial structures seem to fall within ‘through argumentation’ category suggested by Hatim 
(1991 in Abbadi 2002:3) as one type of argumentation. It usually starts with a ‘thesis’ which initiates the 
problem, followed by ‘substantiation’ which provides arguments to support the thesis, and ends with a 
conclusion. The second argumentation type Hatim (1991 in Abbadi 2002:3) suggests is ‘counter argumentation’ 
where the “stand point of an opponent is initiated followed by an opposition”. In other words, an editorial starts 
by stating the opposite of what is going to be argued for, followed by the stand point of the writer; then, there is 
the ‘substantiation’ part to support the stand point of the writer, and finally a ‘conclusion’.  

Regarding the use of these argumentation structures in different languages, Hatim (1991 in Abbadi 
2003:1) claims that: “there is a noticeable tendency in English towards counter argumentation, but still through-

argumentation is evident”. In other words, English editorials tend to follow both argumentation type structures 
but they opt more for the counter-argumentation. As for editorials in standard Arabic, the tendency seems to go 
towards ‘through argumentation’. In a study conducted by Abbadi (2002) on Arabic and English newspaper 
editorials to investigate their structures, he found out that Arabic editorials tend to use through argumentation 
with the final part of the editorial text presenting the author’s evaluation of the whole situation (Abbadi 2002: 9). 

The suggested editorial structures and variety of opinion use in these texts seem to suit their objective 
in conveying argumentative and persuasive messages to mass audiences. These characteristics seem to make 
newspaper editorials considerably important in maintaining communication with the reader and this definitely 
suggests that editorials play diverse and significant roles in the newspaper. The next section will elaborate on 
this point.  
 
3.  The Roles of Editorials in the Newspaper 
Unlike news stories and articles which appear in the first pages of the newspapers, -and except for institutional 
editorials, editorials are usually situated in the editorial page in the form of ‘letters to the editor’, ‘columns of 
opinion’ and ‘editorial cartoons’ (Paul 1991: 445). Historically speaking, editorials appeared a little after the 
newspaper became part of everyday life in the 18th century (park 1923: 281) and according to Paul (1991: 446) 
one of the earliest uses of the term ‘newspaper editorials’ was in 1836 by James Gordon Bennett who published 
“New York Herald” where he devoted some pages to his opinion articles. Later, Horace Greely in 1850’s set one 
opinion page in ‘The New York Tribune’ (Gartner 2005: 75). Even though editorials were born after the 
newspaper was established, they seem to constitute a very important part of the newspaper may be because they 
are directly and strongly related to opinion.  

Among the main functions of editorials is to express opinions of the newspaper and those of their 
editors. Van Dijk (1992: 243) says: “It is the function of editorials to formulate the opinions of newspaper 

editors(….)such opinions are usually supported by a series of arguments, which are overall intended to 

contribute to the persuasive function of the editorials”.  Another function of editorials was suggested by Gartner 
(2005: 75) who emphasized the immense importance of editorials in establishing the strength of the newspaper 
itself. Park (1923: 281) also supports this idea by saying: “the power of the press (….) is the editor and the 

editorial rather than the reporter and the news of which these writers are thinking”. Albright (2006: 70) even 
goes further to take editorials as a way to change the world, especially with the available new technology. 
Among the reasons for such importance might be the fact that editorials make a direct bonding with the reader 
because they give him/her the opportunity to express his/her own opinion. 

Van Dijk (1996); Le (2004); and Murphy (2005 in Belmonte 2008:2) have given a more detailed 
function of editorials: “editorials and comment articles (…) play a definitive role in the formation and altering of 

public opinion, promote social interaction among journalists, readers and the rest of participants in the 

language event, and influence social debate, decision making and other forms of social and political action”.  In 
other words; editorials can provide knowledge to the reader to form or change an opinion and strengthen the 
interaction between the reader and writer, in addition to giving the reader the opportunity to participate in 
decision making. Van Dijk (1995: 1) emphasizes the role of editorials in the formation of public opinion stating: 
“for those people who read them, they help to make up their mind about the events of the world”.  

Van Dijk (1992: 244) suggests that in addition to editorial function as a way to communicate and 
interact suggested above, editors “try to reproduce their own (group) attitudes, and ideologies among the public 

at large with the aim to legitimize the dominance and power of a specific group”. In other words, an editorial is a 
means to spread a certain ideology among the public as a way to exert some power on it. Editorials can play the 
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same role but in the other way round. Instead of speaking for the opinions of newspaper, they can speak for the 
ordinary citizen as Greenberg (2000:1) specifies: “(…) Editorials (…) assume an important communicative 

function by offering newspaper readers a distinctive authoritative voice that will speak to them directly”. ‘Them’ 
here refers to newspaper professionals: editors and journalists in general. Hallock (2008:23) states that editorials 
are shaped by what governments require from their newspapers and editorial writing particularly, and that is why 
“editorial writers must keep up the long tedious battle on behalf of the public interest”. The battle here refers to 
the idea of always trying to be the voice of citizens and ordinary people instead of being in the hands of persons 
in power positions using editorials to serve their own interests.  

Editorials can serve as advice as well. Newsome and Wollert (1985: 381 in Goldzwing and Sullivan 
1995) talked about eulogy editorials which function as therapy for the public. These editorials usually come after 
a loss of a great social figure, and they urge the public to positively accept this loss and even take action. 
Another function of Editorials is that they represent rich texts to explore the coverage of a historic event and 
public opinion by historians. Jones (2005: 11) says, “They are a means of exploring what issues were important 

during a time period…”  Editorials are also ethical according to (Boeyink 1993: 33) who states that editorials 
“argue for what ought to be done”. Ethical values thus play a vital role in these editorials whether explicit or 
implicit.   

To wrap up, editorials seem to display diverse roles in newspapers. Thanks to these functions, 
editorials might play an essential role in maintaining the strength of the newspaper, through promoting and 
maintaining communication with its audience, and leading the newspaper to take part in possible social change. 
This is why editorials can be considered an important component of the newspaper. These important functions 
seem to be gained through their argumentative nature and also through the language used in them. The next 
section will elaborate on the language of newspaper editorials as another characteristic of these articles and will 
explain how the language of editorials can be a source of their power. 
 
4.  The Language Power of Newspaper Editorials 
Research on language generally speaking seems to agree on the power language has through message 
transmission. For instance, Kress and Hodge (1976:6 in Albright 2006: 70) define language in general and in 
relation to power as “an instrument of control as well as of communication. Linguistic forms allow significance 

to be conveyed and to be distorted. In this way, hearers can be both manipulated and informed, preferably 

manipulated while they suppose they are being informed”. Thus, language has two roles: informing and 
influencing the readers with a preference to influence more. Van Dijk (1998: 19) supports this idea of language 
influence by stating: “verbal communication influences other people”. Barthes (in Mrini 2010:55) supports the 
influencing side of language as a controlling element, stating: “language in its nature has very strong depriving 

relations and it is used for control in the first place”. Taiwo (2008:1) also believes that language is never neutral 
and it always “carries the power that reflects the interests of those who speak or write”. 

In the context of newspapers generally speaking, language use seems to be vital in transmitting the 
intended messages, because it takes more space than pictures.  Richardson (2007: 10) has been more detailed in 
specifying the role of language in the newspaper by identifying four functions for it:  First; it represents, 
produces and reproduces social life, so it is always related to a social context. In other words, language pictures 
the context that it is linked to in the way it actually is and this is ‘representing’ the context.  As for the 
‘producing’ role, language can be a means to picture a reality that is not necessarily identical to the real one. 
Reproducing this picture means presenting it to the public repeatedly. Second, language is linked to the identity 
of the writer since he/she is the one responsible for what is written. In other words, a written text is usually 
fingerprinted by the writer’s personality, thoughts, etc. Third, Language is active in the sense that it can be used 
to inform, expose or argue, and fourth language has the power, especially when it is related to claims and 
opinions of people with high credibility in society. Thus, in addition to the informing and influencing role of 
language aforementioned in this section, and which Richardson mentions in the first and fourth  roles, he adds 
two more language related roles through which it gains its power, namely being linked to the writer’s identity 
(the second role) and being related to a social context of use (the first role).   

In opinion- articles particularly, Hudgson (1996: 36) emphasizes the importance of language in 
persuasion, “the choice of words is vital in the process of persuasion and presentation… the writer uses words to 

play on the sensations of the readers, to give color and rhythm. The length of the words and the use of … 

adjectives help the writer to inject either pace or languor into the writing”. According to Hudgson, the writer 
can use language to reach the audiences’ emotions or to play with the language in accordance with the desired 
goals. Thus, language in opinion articles particularly seems to be of vital importance in the process of persuasion.  

It seems that language, having all these functions, is an important component in newspapers and 
opinion articles because it is almost the only means in this mass medium to claim the newspaper’s existence. It 
can be used to inform and update the reader’s knowledge through news articles and stories and be powerful 
enough to attempt to persuade readers to take or change an opinion through opinion articles.  
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The last three sections in this article presented a general overview on editorials in terms of their 
content, structure and the immense importance they have in the newspaper generally speaking; an importance 
they gain through their argumentative nature and through the language used in them aiming at persuading in the 
first place. Moroccan newspapers and newspaper editorials do not seem to be out of this circle of editorial 
characteristics. Among the oldest editorials in the Moroccan history is /?alhaqi:qa ?a’da:i3a/ (the lost truth). It 
appeared in 1965 as a weekly editorial, (Bellaji 2000). For luck of references on the emergence and historical 
development of Moroccan editorials, the coming section will be limited to presenting some examples and 
characteristics of some of these editorials. 

 
5. Moroccan Editorials  
There seem to be no articles written particularly about Moroccan editorials but there are few writings about 
editorials in the Arab journalism. For examples, Elhaoui (2009), Adaghir (2007), and Adwan (2010) specify 
some characteristics of newspaper editorials in the Arab media. They state that an editorial is usually written by a 
known journalist, expressing his/her personal opinion about a specific issue and the editorial appears regularly 
with the same headline. Regular appearance can be daily or weekly. The editorial’s content can be independent 
of the ideological orientation of the newspaper. In addition, the editorial uses popular language with a sarcastic 
touch sometimes. Another characteristic of editorials according to Elhaoui (2009), Adaghir (2007) and Adwan 
(2010), is that they present new information but only as background knowledge to help in the process of 
persuasion as aforementioned in the section on editorial structure. Finally, the editorial in the Arab journalism 
uses idioms, wise statements, jokes and quotes as a basis to tackle the intended issue.  It is important to notice 
here that Elhaoui (2009), Adaghir (2007) and Adwan (2010) use the term ‘column’ /ᵋamu:d/ instead of an 
editorial /?iftita:hiya/ as it is called in Arabic and which refers to the editorial published in the first page by the 
editor of the newspaper. Based on the characteristics they identify, they seem to refer to ‘personal editorials’ 
because whether being called a ‘column’ or ‘a personal editorial’, both are written by an author expressing his 
own opinions regardless of the newspaper ideology. 

 ‘Chouf Tchouf’, which is the main concern of the present article, might be categorized, more 
specifically, either as a personal editorial and or a column because even though it is usually written by a member 
of the editorial board on a regular basis, which is the case for institutional editorials (Wikepedia 2008), it does 
not usually express the opinion of the newspaper, but it expresses the writer’s personal opinion as personal 
editorials/columns are defined in wikepedia (2002).  Another distinction between the institutional and the 
personal editorial as Westin and Geisler (2002: 7) suggest is that personal editorials are “by-lined with the 

writer’s name” while “institutional editorials (…) are not”. Thus ‘Chouf Tchouf’ which is always by-lined by 
the writer’s name can be considered a personal editorial or a column.  

Moroccan editorials seem to appear in a big number of newspapers today. Some of them have been 
successful and won a great popularity among readers. Some of the examples of these famous editorials are: 

-/maᵋa ‘ʃaᵋb/ (with people), is a daily editorial written by Abdelkrim Ghallab in ‘Alalam’ newspaper 
the voice of ‘Istiqlal’ political  party, (Bellaji 2000). This editorial tackled the daily concerns of citizens and used 
a structure full of sarcastic images, jokes, proverbs and wisdom statements taken from the Moroccan oral culture 
(Bellaji 2000). It was considered the talking tongue of the ordinary Moroccan citizen (Elmrini 2011).  Another 
example of famous Moroccan newspaper editorials is /na:fida/ (window) written by Abderafii Aljawahiri in 
‘Alitihad Alichtiraki’ Newspaper. This editorial was concerned mainly with political events, especially the Golf 
War of 1993, (Bellaji 2000). Similar to the previously mentioned editorial, /na:fida/ used  sarcastic images and 
that is why it also attracted a big number of readers’ interest (Bellaji 2000). It is said that this editorial which 
appeared every Wednesday was liked a lot by different categories of Moroccan readers, (Jahbid 2010).  

Another famous editorial is /ᵋaynu ?alᵋaql/ (the eye of the mind) written by Achaari in the 1990s in 
‘Alitihad Alichtiraki’ Newspaper. According to (Bellaji 2000), it tackled national and international issues and 
used wisdom statements and sarcastic style. There is also /min yawm li?a:ˣar/ (from one day to another) by 
Mustapha Quarchaoui in ‘Alitihad Alichtiraki’ Newspaper. According to (Bellaji 2000), this editorial covered 
national political, economic, social, and cultural issues and used proverbs and wisdom statements to support its 
opinions. Another famous editorial according to (Bellaji 2000), is /bilmi:za:n/ (with a balance) with unknown 
writer, appeared every Friday in ‘Alitihad Alichtiraki’ Newspaper and tackled mostly social issues like 
corruption. Bellaji (2000) adds that it also drew on the Moroccan oral culture. Then, there is 
/?alʱaqi:qa  ?a’ʕa:iᵋa/ (the lost truth) previously mentioned as one of the oldest editorials. It is written by 
‘Mustpaha Alaoui’ in the newspaper ‘Alousbou Assahafi’. Alaoui is also the editor of this newspaper which is 
politically independent.   

There are other successful editorials published in the recent years by ‘Nini’ the journalist who writes 
‘Chouf Tchouf’ editorial and with which the present article is concerned. This journalist started an editorial in 
‘Assabah’ newspaper in the beginning of 2000. The editorial was also called ‘Chouf Tchouf’ according to 
Ziraoui and Alaoui (2008:48). This editorial they add was characterized by the use of Moroccan and standard 
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Arabic, popular style and tackled poor/ rich discrepancies as a main issue. This editorial according to Ziraoui and 
Alaoui (2008:48) increased the sales of the newspaper from 16000 to 50000. After this editorial stopped, the 
journalist started a new one in ‘Aljarida Aloukhra’ Newspaper named ‘Avec Rachid Nini’ (with Rachid Nini) (in 
Ziraoui and Alaoui 2008:48) and which followed the same path as that of ‘chouftchouf’ in ‘Assabah’ Newspaper.  

Moroccan editorials mentioned above seem to share some of the characteristics of Arab media 
editorials which Elhaoui (2009), Adaghir (2007) and Adwan (2010) identified. According to them, first: the 
editorial is usually written by a known journalist or a person. This applies to most of the examples of editorial 
writers previously mentioned. Most of these persons are famous journalists or famous political figures. Second, 
the editorial is published continuously or regularly. This applies to some of the editorials but not for others. For 
example Achaari’s /ᵋaynu ?alᵋaql/ was not regular while ‘Chouf Tchouf’ was. Third, the editorial presents 
personal impressions and opinions, uses popular language and sarcastic images. This is the case for some 
editorials like /na:fida/(window) but not for /ᵋaynu ?alᵋaql/ (the eye of the mind). 

After presenting a general overview on the characteristics of newspaper editorials (opinion, structure, 
roles in the newspaper, and language power), and listing some examples from the Moroccan context, the next 
section will take ‘chouftchouf’ editorial (in Almassae Newspaper) as a case study to illustrate some of these 
characteristics.  

 
6. ‘Chouftchouf’ Editorial as a Case Study 
‘Chouftchouf’ started to be published along with Almassae Newspaper in 2006 and has been very popular since 
its launching and which has maximized the newspaper success (World Association of Newspapers: 2003). It is 
published daily, longer in content and language compared to some other newspaper editorials: some articles can 
get to 1312 words. Alaoui (2010:32) states that nobody can deny the great ability of this young man (referring to 
Nini) in attracting people’s attention in such a few years by writing a daily long editorial that no human or 
journalist in the history of international journalism could ever write similarly. This implies that ‘Chouf Tchouf’ 
is the first editorial, with such a length published daily and attracted big number of readers in a short time. Like 
the previously mentioned editorials written by Nini, this editorial is also characterized by the use of simple 
language (using Moroccan Arabic a lot) and popular style. It tackles issues of concern to the Moroccan citizen in 
different fields. Nini states (in Ziraoui and Alaoui 2008:49) that his column is read by highly educated as well as 
by less educated persons, rich and poor. This means that this editorial is directed to all categories of Moroccan 
people. These facts about ‘Choufthchouf’ can be considered a strong motive to take it as a case study in this 
article. The next sub-section will elaborate on the organizational structure, the nature and positioning of opinions 
in this editorial. 
6.1. Structures and Opinion in ‘Chouftchouf Editorial’ 
In a study carried out to investigate language argumentative strategies used in 68 editorial texts of ‘chouftchouf’ 
selected between 2008 and 2009 (Elyazale: 2012), it was noticed that most of them follow an organizational 
structure similar to the ones suggested on the section on editorial structure. There is usually a headline, then a 
byline followed by an introduction where the writer initiates the problem or the situation. Next, there is an 
intermediate section where the writer proceeds into arguing for or against the problem by stating facts or using 
examples. After that, there is the conclusion which summarizes what was stated before, or where the writer 
suggests his own recommendations in relation to the issue or problem.  As for opinions and their use, it is 
noticed that different types are used and they vary in prominence.  Generally speaking, ‘Chouftchouf’ editorial 
articles start with less prominent opinions and end with more prominent opinions. The following sample 
illustrates the general structure mentioned above and this opinion prominence: 

 
 آش AB<@ أ3;:8? ا:<;ر>;ن ا:789ان أ123ي

Introduction 
أز^;:<@ «MN إ>7a 7V[G ;8:;K`;ت ا:9_^78 ا:I[2ض :S]YN;Z إWOT;ت MN ا:2Vارع وRST واPQ;ت ا:ON;Lت وKL3 MN;ت ا:79Iو 2FGل 

;[IPG  .« YL^73 رة;fG ;Igدا iW;` Y3;IF:;N1 opinion ?8^و ;P[8^ Y^ر;jI:ا k^7< ;I^ر l:m:78ة  ، وo>:7وة اp:ا ?T 2:2نF< ;3_[T 7اءp:ا» Y:;^ز
 ». 2SN wW;Bس«أو T? ا:vQ7 ا:[;tu ا:7pاء أ2SN « sWس

» ا:<;ر>;ن«MN `;ر>;ن ط7jG �8u ،;32ق آ1ف ا:Og;yت ھmه ا~>;م وkz ا~وu;ل وا~وz;خ، 1 أu_ ^8? ھ}1ء ا:z{o;ء >7yف أن 
 M28ط: m[3 s><و>29ار�2ن ^7ار s8N 2نV8y< يm:ف اOj^ _yF3 �إ:R ا:28م، 2zف >2L9ل �o<7; إ:�yS3 R ��@ :<7ة ا:F_م >�8W;I� �T29? أ:

N[M ا:i�2 ا:mي `;ن >]s8N 7Z9 ھ}1ء ا:y;ط2Sن وا:28AFIن 7V3و8T;[� ;T; >�79ون s8N أvA< M:;3 @P�]W إ:R �3;ت ا:OI>8? 3? ا:_راھ@. 
@P: M[oG أن Y:7رت ا:_و� ،t8IP9:7 واF]:وا Y:;Ko:ا _�  �yS3 @fu MN ;oyS3»ن_SoI<و « .Y8I:;y:2ا�[;ت اI:;^» أ3;:8? ا:<;ر>;ن @>AB آش

 opinion 2» ا:789ان أ123ي
  SectionIntermediate 

Part 1    
 ?8z_[PI:ا �G;>3 sQو MN راة;o3 ،Y832Iy:ات اw8Pf9:ا Y<7<_3 7oT w8Pf9:وزارة ا iL9N Y8z_[P:ر>� ا;VI:ا ?�u89;ر أB1و

F9< M>: �W;Q_23ا ^o9S: @PI83;A9;ري 2uل �[YF ا:7Iy. وھ<mا �Nذا `;ن 3]RP9 ط2Iح Y[`;z `;ر>;ن ط32; ھmه ا~>;م ھ2 أن 78KG 1 ا:jI;ر^Y وا~
 �yS3 @8IAG راة;o3 MN ?8`ر;VI:ا Y^ر;jI:8? اz_[PI:2ح اIن ط�N ،ه ا~>;مm7ب ھjI:ا RST �PG M9:ا Y8G;y:ا:7>;ح ا �o�^ @P><2ف ^7ارFz
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 ھ2 أن 78K< 1 3? ^8? أ>_>P@ ھmا ا:7VIوع ا:��@ و>kL ^8? أ>_ي 8z_[P3? أ�W;Q.  `;ر>;ن ط32;
 Y8:;I:وز>7 ا vBي أدm:7وع ا:7ادارات اV3 �KB 7ار>G RST 7ةA3 MPN .2نW;F:79ام اuا @Sy9G 7>_ أنG 1 بO� @<7` و أن وزارة_o8N

 Y8Wاw83 MN sGا_g;T2009  RP9Wن، وا;I:7o:ا s8ST دق;A< أن vo� دت;T29ري، وz_:ا �SfI:3? ط7ف ا Y8Wاw8I:3? ا _[o:ا اmھ MN ?yK:;^ 73~ا
»YF]� «ن;I:7o:ردھ;ت ا R:إ _<_Q ?3 3ا:7ادارات opinion 7بjI:3_ن ا �y^ MN بO� ;Pz7� M9:و:�8 ھ];ك 3; >[8_ أن ا:7ادارات ا .

 .Y[�:ه اmھ vj9V9z 
8Pf9:وا vF[:ب وز>7 اO� Y<أن ھ2ا @STو والله أ_o<ن، أو و;AL:أ3;م ا Y^7y:و�� ا Mھ w»@[j:ا vo� ;Ay:ق ا;o�G « 2لF< ;I`

 �8:;>G �N_<و ;Py3 v3;y98z M9:7`;ت اV:7وض و>�9;ر اy:ا MFS9: ت;oSو>[�9 ط ;P�2A�^ ت;�O^ 7V[<ر>� و;V3 RST �N2 >2اPN .Y^ر;jI:ا
9zد i�8: ;P937^ ;P^ م;� M9:ا Y8SIy:78 أن اB~ا MN �V9>< M>: ،7وعVI:ءه ا;KBأ �LA< M>: YIZ[I:8? اW2اF:ا R:إ �Q7< أن s8ST وأن ،Y<2ر

 .Y8W2W;F:ا 
2Part   

 �W;Q~وا Y^ر;jI:8? اz_[PI:ا sQو MN YF]A:2ل اu ري;o9:ل ا;f3 w8Pf9:وزارة ا iL9N ،;3278 :<;ر>;ن طo>:ا �ySI:7وع اV3 MN
2zن ا:MN Yz_[P ا:7jIب، ^;:VI;ر`MN Y ا:oI;راة ^7N v>Vدي ودون 2z _u RSTاء. وھ<mا أ�8z_[PIS: ;u2I�3 �o? ا~�W;Q ا:I< 1 ?<m;ر

Y8[ا:2ط Y�8P:8? اWوا�� �3 �2ا ��;[G MN .Y^ر;jI:8? اz_[PI:ا �G;>3 Yط;z7 وoT 7ورIS: YQ;u  RST �[IG M9:ر>8? ا;IyI:8? اz_[PIS:
Y>SII:;^ Y8z_[P:ا Yzر;II:7ب اjI:;^ ?8[ط;F:78 ا� �W;Q~8? اz_[PI:4ا opinion ،l:7 3? ذp`ت . أ;]S3 2لoF: w8Pf9:7وط وزارة اa _u�N

ا:MN ?8z_[PI ا:oI;راة ھ2 �7ورة ا:MN YF^;z Y^7fG RST 7N29 ^];ء �TO3 ر>;�8yoz RST 7N29G Y8? أ:� yF3_. وMN ا:7jIب :�8 ھ];ك 
[2ز ^mPه ا:A[�G;>3 �:;A: YF ھ]_Y8z أQ]Y8o. ا:IyI;ر>M[y< ;I3 .Y إ�A;ء ا:8z_[PI? ا:jI;ر^Y 3? ا:» ا:�2ا^�«3<�9 ھ]_vp3 s<_: Mz ھmه 

Y8^7jI:ا Yz_[P:ا �G;>3 Yط;z7 وoT 7ورI:3? ا w8Pf9:وزارة ا ;P8]yG5 opinion YF]� RST Y8I:;T Y8z_[ھ �G;>3 2لAu Y:;u MN اm>وھ .
 �ySI:ر>;ن ط32;«ا;`«>L^ ،�8�29:ا Mة ھ_uوا Y]8وظ RST 7A9F8z Y8^7jI:ا Yz_[P:ا �G;>3 ن دور�N ، RST 2ىz �N2اG 1 أن ا:2زارة @

z_[P3 2ىz ر>8?. إذا :�8 ھ];ك;IyI:8? اz_[PIS: Y8[ا:2ط Y�8P:2اء ا: iLG ?<2�[I:ا Y^ر;jI:8? اz_[PI:ا _u�8�2 أG vILG M9:83@ ا;A9:8? ا
أ3; ا:o;�2ن 9L3 @Py8IfN;ج إ:�8�2G R أ88o[Q? ا�]voFG ?8 ا:2زارة RST ;IPy8�2G ا:PL[3 vo� @83;A9; رYAB ا:o];ء، ^L<@ أ�_MN ;IP983 ا:7jIب. 

 RST Y^ر;jI:8? اz_[PI:ا �y^ 2دyG _8?. و�z_[PIS: Y8[ا:2ط Y�8P:ا MN 2لoF3 M^7j3 س_[P3»7اء` « v^;F3 �W;Q8? أz_[P3 @83;A9: @Py8�2G
G7ة أ>�; ارI:ه اmا~ر^;ح. ھ Y8Fo^ Mo[Q~س ا_[PI:ا Y`7a 7د][G ;I8N ،7وعVI:3? أر^;ح ا Y<2�3 Yo�W m[3 Y8W2W;� ء;KBأ w8Pf9:وزارة ا io>

:;^ ;8W2W;� @P: 2حI�I:8? اz_[PIS: 2ىz Y`ر;VI:;^ ;P8N �I�< 1 M9:ا Y8[راة ا:2ط;oI:7ق ^8? ا]G 1 MPN .راة;oI:ا ?T ن ا~ولOT ا Yzر;II
ST ة_T;�IS: Y8o[Q~7ة اo�:ت وا;zا:_را �G;>I: ?8z_[PI:2ء ھ}1ء اf: ل;I9u7ب، �3 اjI:ا vBراة دا;oI:و^8? ا ،YQ;L:ا _[T @Py<ر;V3 ز;fWإ R

 ?8W2اF: ���G M9:ا Y8:8?«ا:_وz_[PIS: MI:;y:د ا;LG1�3 » ا ;P: ث_L8z w8Pf9:أن وزارة ا @STو والله أ_o<7ه. وz�^ @:;y:ا Mz_[P3 @�< يm:ا
ن >A;دق ا:I:7o;ن 7V3 MN s: iSu2N ،;PW2W;� RSTوع ا:�ySI ا:<u ;3 78o_ث :7V3 �3 ;Pوع ا:7ادارات ا:O� ;Pz7� M9ب MN ا:2Vارع �vo أ

 �]W _8yG ا:2زارة Mوھ;ھ .sF[T»YS^w:ا « �yS3 7وعV3 MN»;328? » `;ر>;ن طz_[PIS: Y8[ا:2ط Y�8P:ا ;P8ST 78�G M9:8? اW2اF:7ق ا�Gو
:2زارة :o]2د ا:2W;Fن ا:Y[PI: @Z[I ا:IyI;ر>8?. ھ<mا �_ MN ?yK< ?3 �I�W ھmه ا:oI;راة ^y_ 3]� ا:A[I: YF<�9 ھ]_Yz دو:7B �o�^ ،Mق ا

 ». ز^;:2SN Yس«، �2AB; وأن �[YF `;ر>;ن طRST i>z MS:;N« ;P8N ;32 ا:MS �7و، ا:K8V;ن �7و«ا:P]_MN Yz ا:7jIب. 
3Part  

v . وأ��o ا:2z_[PIن >�2yIن `K�6 opinion;ع ا:Yz_[P و�ZyS: s: iS@و^;:]7Z إ:R ا~زY3 ا:Fy;ر>Y ا:9fG M9;ح ا:�N @:;yن 
 ?8�O� MN �8]A:3_ن ا RST R�� sW2ل أF< يm:78ة، اfu 7<ا:2ز R9uو .Y<2 ا:7ؤ]AG أن R:إ ;PS8Q�G 7ى أوo` Y8u;8z �<ر;V3 ء;j:إ ?T 2م<
 �uwG Y<ر;Fy:ا Y3ز~;^ �u�8، أ]AS: 3_ن Oأ� ;P^ _Q2G 1 ن_I:ه اm732>7، �3 أن ھ^ i<وآ i<_fG M[^و l8>8Nو i[8�:;G ;P[I� ?3 Y[<_3

 RST Y<ر;Fy:وا Y8u;8�:ا @PGرا;Ip9zا ?T �<_LS: Y][AI:�8;ء اo:دق ا:_ار ا;[N _uأ MN @PSoF9z7>]88? واLo:7>? اIp9�I:ا R:إ �fSN ،sGوزار
 su;[f^ s9N7� ?3 @ھ_u7ج أB ;3_[T ;�2AB ،7بjI:ا MN ر;Ip9z1ا ?T YL2رة وا�A^ 2اQ7B _� ?<7Ip9�I:و أن ھ}1ء ا_o<7ب. وjI:;^

2N د;Tا:�;ص و ?T �LoG Y8ISy:ا Y7طV:ا i:ود ا¤ن 1زا_u R:وإ .sW;>3 ?3 ط;ر _� sG;32Sy3و sI83;AG نw�< �8u 2لILI:ا s^2z;u أن _Q
.s^2z;u RST ?3�< أن ;Pد�;[N MN 7ءI:�8 اK9�< 7ىBدول أ R:إ @P:23ا�^ sQ29:وا Yo9yS: ?<7Ip9�I:788 ھ}1ء اjG MN �o�9< _� يm:ا ¥S:ا 

:7Ip9�I>? ا:7yب 2PQ298zن ^�23ا:P@ إ:R دول أ7Bى RST ا79Nاض أ2G�< @PWن Py3@ ^�23ال. 7yI:;Nوف MN ا:7jIب أن ط2FW ;yoل أن ھ}1ء ا
و:Y أ��S ھ}1ء ا:7Ip9�I>? ا:7yب >�2Gن إ:R ا:7jIب ^;:w>7و ا:mي 2Nق رؤوkFN @Pz، أ3; ا~23ال PW2�79F8N; 3? ا:o]2ك ا:I8N ،Y8^7jI; ا:_

 ��^�^ ;P8أرا� @P: 2ت]G MN Y<ر;Fy:وا Y8u;8�:ا sy<ر;V3 لOر`; أط;G 7بjI:در ا;j<و i8W2A3;A:ا s9o8Fu @P�y^ �If< 78B~ا MNن، و;I�~ا
 T]� ا:o]2ك.

Conclusion  
وزارة ا:w8Pf9 وا z<;ن >�f أن >2Fpا MN ا:8z_[PI? ا:_رس ا:mي >�f اs�O�9z 3? وراء ھmه ا:AF¥ ا:2ا�Y8y ھ2 أن 

 ،Y^ر;jI:7>? اIp9�I:أو1وا Y8SLI:ت ا;�;K:ا RST وا_I9y< 7وأن opinion _fW @: أ^];ء ا:2ط?، وإذا ;P^ 7yV< ?ا:2ط YLSA3 RST 78ةj:;N .
 MN 78�:د«اOo:و:_ ا « MN ;I9u ه_fW ?SN»MW7اo:ا.« 

Feb 5th, 2009 
This article tackles the issue of project constructions in Morocco. It criticizes the way these projects 

are processed. It is structured as follows: 
Introduction: the article begins by comparing the conception of Moroccan and Italian people have 

about the relationship between rubbish and money. Then, the writer relates these two conceptions to the problem 
of the ‘incorrect’ ways of money investment and its management.  That is to say, in the Moroccan context, 
money worth rubbish when it is not managed according to the needs of its people. The writer presents this 
problem through an example. It is about the construction of a huge stadium in a very poor neighborhood in casa 
city. And this was, according to the writer, contradicts the expectations of the people living in the neighborhood. 
The writer explains the uselessness of such a project regarding its location since it does not offer those people 
opportunities to have a better life.  

Intermediate section: the text specifically criticizes the Moroccan Ministry of Building and 
construction and the ministry of transport for the wrong management of projects like letting foreign engineers in 
charge of those projects instead of Moroccan ones, and attracting foreign investors who usually leave the 
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projects unfinished.  
Part1: the writer presents another example of the wrong management of projects. He criticizes the 

way contests for big projects supervision are carried out in the ministry of transport. He also criticizes the 
ministry for the mistakes it usually commits in this regard. 

Part2: the writer explains in details the contradictions as an illustration of wrong management of 
projects in the ministry of transport mentioned in part 1, by complaining about the fewer opportunities Moroccan 
engineers  have compared to foreign ones. This is an elaboration on the example mentioned in part 1 as the first 
argument illustrating his point. 

Part3: the writer describes the real estate crisis in the country which the ministry of building and 
construction participated in making it bigger by attracting foreign investors who usually start projects and leave 
the country before they finish them. This is the second example the writer presents as an argument for the 
problem mentioned in the introduction. 

Conclusion: the article ends by suggesting the lessons to be learned from the mistakes of the 
ministries. 

As far as opinions and their use in this article are concerned, it can be noticed that there is a variety, 
(referring to the underlined parts of the article). In the introduction, two expressed opinions can be noticed. The 
first is located in the first paragraph where the writer compares ‘wealth’ and ‘rubbish’ using some Moroccan 
Arabic expressions based on popular belief as an elaboration on his statement that rubbish trading has always 
been a successful business. So, this opinion can be considered as coming from popular belief. The second 
opinion is located at the end of the second paragraph where the writer makes up a new proverb based on one that 
is popular in the Moroccan culture and that refers to the necessity to consider priorities in a situation before 
taking luxuries into account. This same opinion is expressed in the title. Since the opinion is based on proverb 
meaning taken from the Moroccan culture, it can also be considered as an opinion coming from popular belief.  

Part 1 of the intermediate section comprises one noticeable opinion: the writer believes that the 
ministry of transport is committing the mistake of constructing a big stadium in a poor neighborhood through 
reminding the reader with a similar mistake done by the ministry before. This opinion can be considered a 
factual belief since it is based on a similar act conducted before by the ministry and proved to be wrong. 

 In part 2 of the intermediate section, there are two opinions. The first seems to be a factual belief 
because the writer states a fact (foreign engineers can apply for the competition without reference to the 
Moroccan offices of engineering) and compares it to the law that determines the possible ways to apply for 
projects in order to clarify the contradiction between the law and the fact. The second opinion in the intermediate 
section is also a factual belief: the writer starts with describing facts concerning the conditions for accepting 
architects’ files for the construction projects: that the architecture office should have prior experience. The law 
contradicts the fact that this office does not have such an experience and automatically the Moroccan architects 
are excluded from the competition. So, the writer here exposes the law statement and compares it to what 
actually happens to show the contradiction.  

Part 3 of the intermediate section includes one main evaluative belief: the writer describes how the 
world economic crisis is affecting the economic situation in the country: many expected touristic construction 
projects were postponed. It is an evaluative belief because the writer uses “architects hear today…”. Such 
expressions are used when an opinion is based on what people hear or say, rather than on concrete facts. 

The conclusion includes one evaluative belief as an opinion: the ministry of habitation should have 
confidence in Moroccan architects and investors to work on projects in the country believing that Moroccans 
will be more concerned with the benefit for the country because they are Moroccans. 

As for opinion prominence, and considering the main idea of the article that is situated in the 
conclusion, both opinions stated in the introduction are not prominent. In addition, the opinion expressed in the 
first part of the intermediate section seems also to be less prominent. These opinions so far (the wrong actions of 
the Ministry of transport done in the past and one example of the wrong actions of this ministry in the present) 
can be considered an introduction to ask for encouraging Moroccan investors and architects in the conclusion. 
The two opinions expressed in  part two and part three of the intermediate section seem to be more prominent 
because they bring up the law statements to reveal the contradictions with the facts which the writer considers as 
wrong actions of the office of architecture and some Moroccan ministries. The last opinion expressed in the 
conclusion and which is the main evaluation and the explicit statement of the writer is the most prominent.  

It is noticed that opinions are expressed following a certain order: the less prominent opinions are 
expressed first while the more prominent ones are expressed later in parts two, three and in the conclusion of the 
article.  

The second selected editorial is structurally bit different form the first one. It includes a background 
knowledge part in the beginning of the intermediate section while the conclusion is absent.  

 ا:<;:o8;ن
Introduction 
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 RI�G 7Vo:2م اL: @P9SG M9:ا YVu29I:ا vg;oF:ا iW;` ل«إذا;o8W;>:8�2¥ »اA:ا M>SP9�3 ?3 2عW �8;ءo:ا:_ار ا MN ?LW ;[<_SN ،
. و:@ ><? I3<]; ا`V9;ف ھmه ا:Yo�W1opinion ?3 YS8oF إ:2L: Rم ا:<Oب ا:P[3 �[A< M9; ھmا ا:8�2A¥» ا:<;:o8;ن«I< @P8ST �SKW<? أن 

 ;PL^�8;ء وذo:ا:_ار ا MN ردة;V:ب اO>:8;د اK�;^ 232نF< 7�;ار و�wQص و;�aأ Y9z ?3 YW2>3 Y>oa ل;F9Tب :12 اO>:8�2¥ ا� YS`أ
;P32L: 7مN @� ;P�Sz8�2¥. وA:2 �3;ت ا~93;ر 3? اVL: Y9]` R:إ ;PS<2LGو  

Intermediate Section  
 Part1  

 @zا vILG YFK[3 MN t8yG iW;` ;PWھ2 أ Y^;Ay:ه اmأ73 ھ MN �<7j:ا»Y8SF9:3? ». ا ;�OKWا ;P�88PG @9< Y8Pa YS`أ @zوھ2 ا
;:T Y_:2ا F3 ?3;د>7 ھmه ا~`YS و�78وا :2Lم ا~�];م وا~^F;ر ^2LSم أVu;ء ا:�N7;ن وا:7Fo. :<? ا:wfار وا:29Iرطsy3 ?8 و�8;د ا:<Oب ا:�

»@8u;fI:ا « Y8[FG OIy9�3 ،78B~ا ;P]9u R:إ ;P^اm9Q1 Y8`ذ YF<7ھ; ط_g;� vIy9�< M9:ا»YIV:2ل ». ا^ MN v<_[3 _8�7G RST _I9yG Y8[FG Mوھ
Y8oS` YN;p` 7فyG M9:2ارع اV:ا MN s^ 2لf9:ت، �@ ا;oS>:ى ا_u7ف ^ـ إy< ;3 2ر، أو`m:ب اO>:9@ اV< ;3 7دfI^و .Y2ظLS3 »رف;A:ا « YLgرا

 @ST ون_^ M32IT ¨S�3 R:ارون إwf:ا s:2u يm:ا i8o:ا R:8;د إA:ا @P^ vA< أن R:إ .YLgر ا:7ا_A3 2نyo9<�8 وIT ©N v` ?3 2نQ7�< RpW~ا
 ا:2ا:M ا:oF;ج ا:mي ط;ر soA[3 ?3 أ�3. 

  
. ، ^v أ>�; �8;د ا:<Oب. وا:mي �YN;� ;^ _8 إ:R ا:<Oب آ1ف ا:2Iاط]8? ا:opinion ?<m 2وu_ه ا:mي >FS;ھ; >FS;ھ;ھ<mا :@ >y_ �8;د ا:]y;م 

 MN 2ن]KA< 2اW;`»[;ري 9�1];ء ر^� أو » ا:_وز>;م ^2ز>�28نL:ا Y<ر;A8ن و�;KS�:ودرب ا YG;ozا:�;دس و _IL3 رع;a MN»¥8AW « 2VL3
vF9T3; ا_[T .MoS>:8�2¥ اA:;^  ?3 @2ا ھW;` s[g;^8? أن أول زFFLIS: 79فT78، اIL:ا @LS^ 2VLI:8�2¥ اA:ا YT;^ _uأ Y[z vo� ?3~ا

 .Y<78IL:ا �W;F[:;^ 2ةVL3 ت;V9<و_W;z @S�99: 2ايV:ا Yz7و` �W;f^ �8:2o:ا k8N;K� �FG iW;` �3;ء v` M]N .@P�]Wل ا~3? أ;Qر 
�8^ YL8�N iy:_W3; ا_[T ،7يAo:أ>;م إدر>� ا MNو  ;Py8o<78 وIL:ا �^m< ي `;نm:ار اwf:79ف اT�8;ء، اo:ا:_ار ا MN 78IL:2م اL:

;I[8^ .ر;F^~ن وا;N7�:2م اL: @Py8o< ن;` ?g;^w:1ء ا{PN ،sW79وV< ;3 ?I� 2نyN_< 2اW;` ?<m:ا s[g;^w: 78IL:2م اL: �8o< ?>< @: sWأ  ¥A�< ن;`
2W;` ?<mا >2pyoن `v >2م vI: @P3_Bء ا:2S8>^ Y]Fات ا:<[fI:;^ Y9;ن. و�_ ظv ا:wfار >2L: @yKم ا:�IS: 78IL}و:8? ا~3]88? و23ظ[M ا:Y:;Iy ا:

� أ73ه. V>[< أن vo� YS<2ر :�]2ات ط;IL:ا Y9[` ?8:و{�I:2ن ھ}1ء اSj9�< ?<m:و:8? ا{�I:ھ}1ء ا vpIN ،Yy[F3 ارهmTاك أmWت آ_Q8; وA�aو
 .opinion 3». ;ر و^wاف L:@P8ST@ ا:W»IL[2ذھ@ :RST t8yS ظ2Pر ا:f9;ر ا:jA;ر 

2Part  
 sG;^;�u ko� ?8>�I:ار اwf:�8 اK9�8z �8>N ،;W;f3 Y9]>:;^ s8G�G M>: s93د;B ارwf:د`;ن ا R:إ vz7< �3}ول v` 2ا :2 أنS8�Gو

78IL:ا �yo^ YW;y9z17 ^_ون اPV:ا Y<;PW _[T v^ ،;P32L: �8o<ار وwf:ا ;PL^m< M9:ا lSG i�8: Y8F8FL:78 اIL:;N . ?<m:و:2ن ا{�I:ا l�:أو
 Y8^7G ك«>7>_ون;[L:ا «  .@P^28Q MN @P<_<ون و�� أ_^ Y9]>:;^4opinion 78IL:;^ YW;y9z1ا R:2ء إfS:ا MN �L:ار اwf:ا MKy< 1 ;yoا طmھ  .

 ،YKS�:ار واwf:8? ا^ _Q2< v>VI:8?. اyVf:و:8? ا{�I:�3 ھ}1ء ا sS`;V3 vL:»@PG;[8^ 78IL:ا vB78 ». آش دIL:;N ?T 3]�ى MN vZG أن �f<
 Yo�W ن�N ;P9IL9إذا ا� ;PW~ ،YKS�:ا»i<ر;I8u;9:78. » اo` v>V^ ;P8N دادwG 

و:vy ذروة VW;ط ^;YT ا:oG ¥8�2A_أ ^y_ ا:7VT Y8W;pة :OL3 �SjG ;3_[T ،O8ت ^�8 ا:�;W_و>V9;ت أ^2ا^7K�8N .;P ا:�;ر2Qن 
Y ا:vI: ¥8�2Aء ^vo� @PW2K ا:2yدة إ:R ا:S: i8o]2م. و:L< l:m_ث أن >7Kد vI� 78>z إ:R ا:2fSء 2LW `7ار>¥ ^;T» ا:L[;ري«3? ا:W;L;ت و

وھmy3 2ور 2F< ;3 MNم ^s، ~ن �2ة ا:W237P;ت ا:M9 ». ا:W7P;طM«ا:]2م T? درب ^<;7A^ sS3اsB أو ^�داu  sg_ى ا~�;RST MW طYF<7 ا:7Kب 
7K�8N ا:�<78 3? آ`MS �8�2¥ ا:IL;ر أو ا:<�S إ:R إ�_ار ». MV ا:s8N MS 3; ھ];هداك ا:. »MN5 opinion ا:<[Y9 ا:IL;ر>O�^ s`79G 1 Yم

 .YfTw3 Y8W28اu أ�2ات 
3part  

وإذا `;ن Ma ?3ء إ>fG MN M^;f;رة ا:78IL وا:<Oب ھmه، MPN أz ;PW;ھMN iI إfW;ح ^7اL3 ©3;ر^Y ا:28LاW;ت ا:�;:MN Y ا:I_ن 
 ا:y;دات ا:mjا7V: Y8gا�g واYyz 3? ا:2Iاط]7I8u « .?8ت«و» `YPQ ?3»Y[oS أ7Bى R9u MN و:2 أz ;PW;ھopinion  iI 6 .ا:<78oة

4Part  
 vp3 YS:_I:ب اO>:2اع، ھ];ك اW7ب أ�];ف وأjI:ا MN بO>:وا»t8W;` « Y:و;L3 ;P8T8? ذرا^ s98^73 s9SIu يm:ا �<_A:ا ?^ RS8:

وھ];ك `Oب ». ا:�y^»�<79_ أن داRS8: @P9z ^�8;رA8N ،;PG;ب ^7Iض  إB[;ء 8T]R9u s8 1 >7ى 2N ?88373 ;P83_�9�3 ?3 Yy�Gق ا~رض
S`�9: �8:2o:ب اO` RST ;PW2FSK< ;W;8uوأ ،@P9�7z vQ2اط]8? 3? أI:ا _<_PG MN ب;oV:8? واF7اھI:ا �y^ ;PSIy9�< M9:ا Yz7V:2ل اo98o:ا ;P

y�2:ا RST �][:ا ;P^7�G بO>:7 3? اB2ع آW 7. �@ ھ];كPa vo� و�� ;I` �W;Q�^ واجw:ا R:ت إ;^;V:7^8;ت اjI:ا �y^ �N_G M9:ا Y<و;z�I:ا Y8
� أIT;رھ@. <7B MN  

� ا:wواج. S3 ل;I>9z1 7^;ط:;^ Y8W;oz ا Y8SA[F:7 اF3 R:إ Y^;V:ا Y8^7jI:ا s9Qزو YFN7^ ?88W;oz 2اط]8? اI:ا _uء أ;Q 3_ة voو�
8SA[FS: YS^;FI:ا YF<_L:ا MN O8S� 7اZ9[8: ;Q7B ;3_[Tو YF8Nر �Tا_< M>: Y�7]:8?، اyo�:2 اLW 2K�< sWأ s8ST و_o< يm:ا MW;oz ا vj9zا ،Y

 �IV:ا Yyaأ iLG sN7 أط7اV[< ?3 @P[3ا، وw8]:ا �3 ا_T23 7Z9[< ?3 @P[3 ،2اط]2نI:ا �Sf< �8u ،YF<_L:ا _T;F3 _u2ق أN Y^;V:7ه اIT
 �MN ا:ou;� ;I[8oN ،@S8]]; » ا:�;>Yo«ا~fa;ر :2o98ل. وھ]; Q;ءت ا:YKFS وذھ� iLG » ا:Z9W;^»MW28SoA;ر و�2ل T23_ �7اM3. و�fNة و�

 Y�y^ s: ;P^7�<و s8ST @fP< بO>:ا _u�^ إذا Y8SB2ة ا:_اV[:ا lS9: @S�9�3»2:;<ض دOj:ا M:2I8: ?3 ة_u2N .« ور�@ أن»MW28SoA:م » ا_F93
3 MG3; أو v>^ ول;uو �S>:78ة أ3;م اo` Y3و;F3 أ^_ى _FN ?�:ا MN ¥S�< 2ة أن� ?»s98:23 « 8;بW2م«3? ^8? أLfI:ا« _FN .وى_Q ون_^ ?>: ،

 �S>:7ه اQ7Q»بO>:78ة د>;ل اQ7fG« �S9F< د;` R9u su7اz �SK< @:و YF<_L:7اب اG MN s�737ة«، وoظ? » ھ ;I^ور .sSQ3? ر Y379L3
»MW28SoA:أن رأى ^�م» ا R:8;ب، إW~ا YTوw[3 YFK[3 vBودا Y[3آ Y[<_3 MN sWأ  s[3 ھ�wG د;>G Mوھ suرو ،YF8FL:ا MN sSQأو ^�م ر ،s[8T

^��o ھmا ا:<�S ا:28jر ا:mي �s9^7 ا:][� ر^I; وھ2 >7ى `8� أن ^�y ا~2379L< 1 �W;Qن 2SL< ;3_[T ;W_8:;FGن 2A98N ،;N28� ;[8STرون 
 ;. أP9T;K9z;^ sW@ أن >2N7A9ا �3 رMN @PG;F8N ا~3;`? ا:I` Y832Iy; :2 أMN @PW أور^

أu_ ا:2ا�[8? أ3;م ا:F]Z9W;^ Y8SA;ر T23_ه Y�7N �3 ا:y^ Og;� �ST 7Iy_ اP9W;ء ا:Y`7yI ا:iyIQ M9 ا:2Iاط? ا2LfI:;^ MW;oz1م 
 : M^7jI:ا 

 »... FSG;ه �2N7y3 78ش و�;MN، �3 ا:YL<7 د>;:L^ Ma;3 @P;ل د>;:];« -
 : �A:ا MN ره;Q s^;Q�N 

- »Qر Ma �3 s8: k:;jG ل وا:2 ><2ن;L^78B RST رك الله;oG vQ�3 ا:7ا ،vfy:د>;ل ا YS ...« 
i8W s8SB >_ي y3;ه 78W2N2z Ma 3? ا:Ooد، ^;ش ا:�u s8ST _oQ MS ا:7jIب >7yي :RST s8 ا:M:2I د>;:a ،2[29 ا:7jIب « -

]9[<;` @P:;<ب دO>:ا R9u2، و]2ظ[8? >]9I:�8:2 >]9[2، اo:ا ،�9[G YWا:_>2ا ،�9[<;` s8N MVS` ،7بjI:2ھ; ا ...« 
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25th, jan 2009 
This article tackles a social issue related to food. The writer evokes the problem of food stroller 

owners who sell dog meat to people. 
Introduction: the article introduces the problem by exposing the news of arresting food strollers and 

by comparing the issue to wild tribes which existed in the past and then states the main issue:  strollers that sell 
dog meat to people. 

Intermediate section: the writer comments on the event and brings up similar examples to support his 
opinion. 

Part1: the writer presents some background information about the strollers: the origin of these food 
strollers’ owners and how they proceed into their illegal operation to deceive people. He also brings up similar 
events happened in the past. 

Part2: the writer criticizes persons in power positions who use their power for their own personal 
benefit and consequently participate in making the problem bigger and more difficult to solve. The criticism also 
reaches ordinary people from those who get drunk often and buy food from these strollers. 

Part3: the writer sarcastically sites the advantages of this business as an argument for being against 
this habit. 

Part4: the writer sarcastically lists other uses of dogs in the Moroccan community. The text ends by 
developing an example about one of the uses of dogs in the community. 

As far as opinion use is concerned, the article seems to include evaluative believes mostly. In the 
introduction, there is one noticeable opinion: the writer names the strollers in the streets of Casablanca on the 
background of wild tribes that existed in the past and ate human flesh. The purpose of this naming is to express 
his negative opinion about these strollers and it is evaluative because the naming is purely based on the thinking 
of the writer. 

In the intermediate section and specifically in the second paragraph of part one, the writer expresses 
the idea that strollers who sell illegal meat are always caught by the end. To express this opinion, the writer uses 
a proverb from the Moroccan culture that expresses the same meaning. This is why this opinion can be 
considered as coming from popular belief. In the last paragraph of part one, the writer uses a past event similar to 
the issue he brings up about strollers and butchers  who sold donkey meat to customers among who people in 
power positions would not pay for what they ate or bought. The writer here sympathizes with the illegal selling 
on the part of the butcher. The point is to express a negative opinion about these customers who abuse their 
power for their own personal benefit.  Sympathizing with the strollers and butchers at this point can be 
evaluative belief because the writer uses the expression ‘what I personally think’ while his negative opinion 
about persons in power position can be factual belief since it is based on a fact: these customers bought meat 
from butchers without paying for long years. 

In the first paragraph of part two of the intermediate section, the writer expresses his negative opinion 
about persons in power positions referring to them as ‘real donkeys’ based on what is stated in part one of this 
section. Even though the negative opinion is based on facts but the name reference he uses to label them is still a 
personal thinking because it just expresses his own degree of hatred or disgust from these persons, in the sense 
that not every reader will express the same degree of hatred for instance. This is why this opinion can be 
considered an evaluative belief. 

 In the second paragraph of part two in the intermediate section, the writer shifts to another side of the 
issue: the ordinary customers (drunk people specifically) as victims of the strollers. According to the writer, 
when these persons behave in the wrong way, they can be forgiven because the cause is the dog or donkey meat 
sandwiches these persons eat. This sympathy as an opinion can be considered an emotional belief since 
sympathy is related to feelings.  

Part three of the intermediate section includes one opinion which may be considered evaluative: the 
business of donkeys and dogs meat selling has an advantage, that it decreased the number of homeless animals in 
big cities. This opinion is evaluative since it describes the writer’s sarcastic view on the issue. 

For opinion prominence and unlike the previous editorial article, the opinions expressed in this one 
vary from more prominent in the beginnings to less prominent by the end.  The main purpose of the article is to 
express the writer’s negative opinion about food strollers in Casablanca.  Thus, the opinion expressed in the 
introduction directly expresses the writer’s negative stand concerning the strollers since it names the strollers 
after wild tribes famous for eating human flesh. The second opinion expressed in part one of the intermediate 
section also directly expresses this negative opinion stating that persons who do such acts are always caught. The 
next two opinions expressed in the end of part one can be considered less prominent because they are about 
another side of the issue: the customers who are in power positions. Also, the two opinions expressed in part two 
of the intermediate section are less prominent because they are also about the customers of the strollers. The last 
opinion expressed in this article is less prominent because it mentions an advantage of the issue even if it is 
sarcastically used, but it does not directly expresses the writer’s negative opinion about strollers. 
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The third editorial tackles a social issue related to accidents’ victims and dignity of the Moroccan 
citizen. Unlike the second editorial but similar to the first one, the writer presents his standpoint in the 
conclusion. However, what makes this article different is that there is a standpoint of the opponent in the 
introduction. 
 

�pf:ا RST ا:�9[�8;ت @z23 
Introduction 

أMa ?�uء >I<? أن >sy[A ا:2oo�9< ?<mن ^�v9� MN @Pg;KB ا:2Iاط]8? ھ2 أن >2FSjا أ2NاھP@ و>2y[9Iا T? إKT;ء ا:L<7A9;ت 
 .YS^ ?8K:وا ا_<w< 1 R9u ،YN;LAS:1 opinion  تON;u Y`7a sG7VW يm:غ اOo:3? �7أ ا v`�8«و^ Y[<_3 « s8N 7حVG ى_uإ iIL9ا� �8`

 Y`7V:ه اmھ M>:;3 7 ^�نya ،ioKT ?3 ioKTو iS9� ?3 iS9ا:]�;ء وا~ط[;ل و� i8_ي 323? ودھ��^ Yzب 3_ر;^ YW2[fI:ا ;PGON;u
.Y^ر;jI:ذ�2ن ا RST 2ن>L�< 

 S: iy�B YSN;L:;N .;P98:�3}و MN Y8[F9:ا ;PL:;AI: vB1 د Y<د;T Yد�;L^ 2ىz 73~ا �Sy9< 1 غOo:ا ��LN ،9;دةyI:�2;ت اL]
و^7V ا:A;^7>? ا:m>? إذا أ�;^Yo8A3 @P9 �;:2ا إن ¬ وإن إ:s8 «وا:L;د�Y �_رھ; الله oT RST;ده. وiI9B ا:2FG YI<7` Y<«^ ;P�O^ Y`7Vل 

Y`7a YSN;u» Y[<_3  ، و>2yدون إ:PG28^ R@ را�o8A< ?: sW~ ?88�73 ?8]; إ1 3; `�9 الله :];. >M[y أن ھ}1ء ا:�L;>; ا:m>? دھ�P9@»را2yQن
�8^ « �u;� ?^ا s:;� s�]W ءMV:2ن. واyQرا @P8:ھ@ وھ@ >7ددون إن ¬ وإن إ;G23 2ا[N_< وأن @P9o8A3 RST 7واoA< 2ى أنz @P8ST ;3

.l:ي أراد ذm:ل ^�ن 3; و�� ��;ء و�_ر، وأن الله ھ2 ا;� _FN .;8^7j3 ;[2ن 23اط�IBو Y�IB 2تI:ا R9u sSB79ق داuي اm:ا vIyI:ا  ON 2أ3; ھ
 ?<7B�93 ؤوا;Q ?<m:ا N;KI:ل ا;Q�3 ر Y8:و{�I:ا @z;F9<و ،vIyI:ا vBدا ?B_< ي `;نm:ا v3;y:ول ھ2 ا{�I:و��، ~ن ا ;I8N s: Y8:�3}و

 .Y<_<_L:ا mNا:]2ا �o�^ @P:27ى 3? و�Bأ YT;z _y^ 12ل إB_:2ا اy8K9�< @:و YT;�^2 opinion 
 R:78 إV< أن vIyI:ا �u;� ?^ا M�Wار،  و_f:8@ اKLG R:إ @Pg2f: _y^ 1إ vIyI:ا R:إ O8L9�3 N;KI:ل ا;Q2ل رBد vyQ يm:أن ا

yI:ا �u;� ?^2ل اF< 3? أن �W;3 ON الله _[T ?3 sS` أن 3; و�� ;I^ ?>: .2نW;FS: وز �;رخ;fG MN ،mNا:]2ا MN Y<_<_u ط;رات  sy3; ھ2 و� vI
 .s: 2SL<3 opinion  

Intermediate Section  
1Par   
  @<_FG ?T 2اy[9I< ه ھ2 أنmھ vp3 وث `2ارث_u _y^ Y8I8S� ت ا;KS�:28ن واSLI:و:2ن ا{�I:ا sy[A< أن ?>I< ءMa ?�uوأ

 T;�34 opinion_ات :L�S;>;، إذا `;iW ھmه ا:T;�I_ات 79FGب 3? ا:V9[M أ`3 7p]P; إ:R ا:�9;3?. 
 ;8^7j3 MW2` ?3 vf�:;^ 7تya _5و� opinion L3 i<3; رأ_[T تOg;T @S�< ;8F<7Nل إ;Ia MN Y[<_3 R[ة أ�_IT _Q;z _I

 .YSg;yS: @7ة آ1ف درھVT ®So3 ?8�I�:وا Y�I�:ا ;<;L�:78ةاy�9:3? ا kL[I:ا _L:ا اmھ R:إ Y8^7jI:ا:7وح ا iSو� v6. ھ opinion  و`�ن
2[Sy< ،_:2AS: @z23 R:إ �yo:ا _[T 2لL9G Y^ر;jI:9;زھ; اf< M9:ا Yo8Ay:ه ا~و�;ت اmھ .Y<7Vo:ا~رواح ا MN Y8^7j3 �8;ت]�G ?T ;P8N ن

.;P8N vj9V< ن;` M9:ا Y8W2W;F:وزات ا;f9:ا MN s98:�3}و Y[<_I:ا �Sf3 vIL9< vIy3 MN 2ت �_راI:ا R9u 79قuا _�Q v` ?T @7ة آ1ف درھVT 
ا:m>? ا��A9 ا:�IK وا:�Vf وا:opinion  @SZ 7ھv ھmا ھI� 2? ا:2y9>� ا:mي >7اه �Sf3 ا:v>: ;oz;[3 Y[<_I أو:�l ا:oV;ب وا:V;^;ت  

، LW? ا:m>? رأ>]; `8� »ا:B7¥«أIT;رھ@ ا:MN Y<7K واu_ة 3? أ7u �ZNا�g ا:7jIب ا:7yW ?>W @: .7�;yIف أن ا:�7ر >I<? أن >F_ر ^<v ھmا 
 �N_^ 2يSy:ا M�;F:ا ;[o:;ل :@ 600ط;F3 �o�^ ،lSI:ء اO`2اب وW Yy^ا:�7ر ~ر ?T �<2y9` @89[z 28نS3  .@z1;^ s8N @ھ_u7 أ`mW إذا `;ن

  .v<_y9:ا ;PSIV< أن �f< @`;LI:ا MN 2>�;تy9:ا �gن :2ا�N ،v9FS: �o�I:7ات ا:�7ر اI:2ق �3;ت ا]< YIS` ?T ©G;[:8ا:�7ر ا opinion  ON
?3 RS7 وأ�KB88? أN;LA:ا Y[�:أ s8N �o�9G يm:ن ><2ن ا:�7ر ا~ R[y3 �PS:ا Y[�:أ s8N �o�9G يm:ا:�7ر ا .  

 ?>: .@PGأ23ا Y33? `7ا RFoG ;I: ;Z]u ،�SfI:وق ا_[� R:8_وه إy< 78 وأنFL:ا ®SoI:ا اmھ @S�G ;<;L�:ت اOg;T �N7G 7 أنZ9Wأ i[` _F: �o�
y: �9;رN;^ YPN;9:ا ®:;oI:ه اm2ن ھIS�< 2ن<w]S9:ا MN ر;oB~7ات اVW MN 7واPZ< M>: 7F]:ا اm2ن ھSj9�< ?<m:الله ا �o7، و�F]:ت الله اOg;

.;<;L�:9ا opinion   ط�;[I:2ارث ا` ?T ?8y:ا @P�;Iإ� �o�^ 79قu3? ا v` روح ;P^ 2ن�<;F< M9:7ة آ1ف درھ@ اVT 2ن أنN7y< @PW�3 أ
 .�W~ت ا;�SQ MN 7B;]:ر ا;j8�:8? اB_G YAL: R9u @P8]>G 1 ،Y8T;[A:ا  

2Part  
8S3;ر u _� ،@89[z_د 78y�Gة ا:7وح ا:Y[198  Y<7Vo ا:Y8�;I إ:R وإذا `;ن Y[<_3 �Sf3 ا:_ار ا:�8o;ء، ا:mي و�iS 3_اs8SB ا:�

 R9u ;<;L�S: 7فA< @: ،ج;oF:ا M:ا:2ا szي >79أm:�8;ء واo:1ت ا:_ار ا;IT v` @�< يm:ا Y:;Iy:ا �Sf3 ن�N ،7وحS: @7ة آ1ف درھVT MN
3 YV[B Y^2>[3 YSg;T v>: �[I< 9;ر أنBوا .Y[<_I:ة ا_IT sN7� يm:ا ®SoI:ا �AW �:ي و�2ا;V:3? ا YoSTو i<w:8? و^8_وزة 3? اLK:ا ?

وT]_3; اF9W_ ا:�yo ھmا اF9u1;ر . 2S8�Gا `8� >7of ا:2ا:M ا:oF;ج B;طL� 7;>; أG MN Y�7L3 7KB;ر>¨ ا:7jIب. ^;:i<w وا:V;ي وا:2Fا:�ا:�<7. 
Y:;IT v` MN، ^�ن ا:w�Iن >7>_ أن >wyي ا:�RST ;<;L  ا:mي �Sf3 s^ v3;yG ا:Y:;Iy �3 ا:�L;>;، �;ل أu_ ا:[;ھ8I? ا:yW 1 ?<m_م و2Qدھ@

   ا:YF<7K ا:Y8^7jI ا:Y<_8SF9، أي ^;:2Fا:�.
 ;PIz2ت ا<wS: Y`7a RST 7pyW ،YSfy9�3 Y8Wاw83 Y[<_I:ا �Sf3 ;PSQ7ف 3? أ� M9:ا YF]A:ه اm3? ا:7ا^� 3? وراء ھ O8S� v3�9W ;3_[Tو

ا:7P�< M9 3]78 ا:Q;I_ي 8I�G RST? أر^;Pu;. » أوW;«، و7a`;ت أ7Bى YT2IfI: Yy^;G »;ر`2ز>I«و�S: Y`7a<7 ا28z2: « ;PIzر `K�<7;ل«
>SII:7اب اG v` 7oT ?8^2>[I:8? واQ;9LIS: Y8gاmj:2اد اI:3? ا ;z;zأ YW2>I:ا Y8gاmj:ت ا;�_A:78 اN29^ v]>9G M9:ا ;P�]W 7`;تV:ا Mوھ Y

.Y]<7V:ا <;L�:ت اOg;T ;P9IS�G M9:ا ®:;oI:;N l:m: M:8? �3}وTأ iLG 2�79اuا ?<m:ا @PG;[^و @Pg;[^رواح أ~ YW;إھ Mھ M:ة وا:2ا_Iy:3? >_ ا ;
 .M:ا:2ا szي >7أm:ا Y:;Iy:ا �Sf3ة و_Iy:ا szي >7أm:ا Y[<_I:ا �SfI^ 78Iy9:10ا opinion   

A_�;ت إ:R أ�P^;L;، وMN 7I9�G و:I< ;3 v��N l:m<? أن sSy]G ھmه ا:Og;yت ا:mSN MN YT2f]Iات أ`o;دھ; ھ2 أن 8yG_ ھmه ا: 
SBوزارة ا:_ا MN MP9[Gو vIyI:ا �u;� ?3 أ_oG و�� ;IT Y8:و{�I:;N .Y:ا_y:ا R:إ @PI<_FGو ،Y�7LI:ا MN �o�G ?3 �8IQ Yoz;LI^ Yo:;KI:ا .Y8

11 opinion   
conclusion  

? ذ:l أP8ST �f< sW@ ان >�9;روا ^8? أن وا~ھ@ �f< .3 أن >Sy9@ ا:jI;ر^R[y3 Y ا:<7اY3 وا:7Vف، وT_م ا:��2ع :�IS;و3;ت
  7o9y< ;I`12 opinionھ@ ^�y ا:2I>L9< ?<mن woB MNھ@ ا:M328. » ^�2ش«><2W2ا آدPFSB ;I` ?883@ الله و`P37@، و^8? أن ><2W2ا 7f3د 

�_ار ^K;�;ت ^2Sن وردي ~^];ء ا:Og;yت وإRST ;IN 1 وزارة ا:_اY8SB ا:7a;oG M9 ھmه ا~>;م YSIu إ�_ار ^K;�;ت ھQ Y<2_>_ة 2zى أن MN 7>]G إ
^K;�;ت ^2Sن �2Pي أو 7Iuي >soV و2QھP@ ا:<;:YL. ھ<mا ^7fIد 79F< ;3ف أu_ أ^];ء ا:Og;yت ا:<YI<7 » ھto«ا:<2F: ¥A�G ;I[8^ ،YI<7م 

 Y�7LI` Y�7L3 MN أو >29رط YI<7Q»Y]z;�8:«9u ،Y<ا:2رد s9<2ھ _F]G _y^ ا:[2ر RST sS8oz ءOB9@ إ< ، Y:ا_y:وا Y8g;�F:ا Y7طV:�8 ا�G 1 R
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 .YN7F3 8;تS8pIG8;ت وu7�3 Yy^;93 MN ;[9و� ;Py3 �8�Gو ،;P9و� 
May 15th, 2008 
This article was written to comment about the event of the Casablanca factory burning. The aim of the 

writer is to show the low value of the ordinary poor Moroccan Citizen has in the eyes of persons in power 
positions. 

Introduction: the article starts with the writer’s opinion in relation to media comments on the issue 
the he is going to tackle later in the introduction. The writer then evokes a similar event related to the problem he 
is concerned with in this article. The example is related to a bus accident where the company in charge did not 
claim its responsibility for the accidents and thus, the victims received no compensations. Then the writer 
exposes the article problem related to the burning of the Casablanca factory. 

Intermediate section: the writer exposes more ideas related to the problem by commenting on the 
details of the event and criticizing the persons responsible for the incident and its results. 

Part1: the writer begins this part by stating his own opinions concerning the problem: urging 
responsible not to help victims of accidents as an introduction to criticize the compensation amounts given by the 
mayor to the families’ victims. This can be considered as an argument to support his opinion. 

Part2: the writer develops on the criticism directed to Casablanca Mayor and other persons 
responsible for helping the victims by explaining the sneaky ways those persons follow to provide a nice picture 
about themselves, while in fact the writer states that even in trying to help the victims, those persons are always 
looking for satisfying their own financial personal benefit. This also can be considered as a second argument to 
support the main opinion of the article mentioned in part three. 

Part3: the writer expresses his own opinion concerning the compensations as being a humiliation to 
the victims’ dignity. It is also an argument to support his opinion: he is against the authorities managements of 
this kind of catastrophes.  

Conclusion: the writer recommends the Moroccan citizens to live with dignity. He then sarcastically 
explains the consequences in case the ordinary Moroccan citizen who would fall in trouble does not follow the 
writer’s recommendation:  urging the ministry of interior Affairs to make the difference between low and high 
social classes more apparent. 

As far as opinion use in this editorial is concerned, it is noticed that evaluative believes are the mostly 
used. The introduction includes three opinions: the first in sentence one is directly expressed: asking persons 
who cause the death of the citizens not to give comments to the media. This can be considered an evaluative 
belief since it is an individual evaluation of the event.  

The second opinion represents the opponent’ opinion: understanding the incident through the media is 
a way for the people responsible of the death of Moroccan citizens, to make the public understand the event the 
way these people want the ordinary citizen to understand it: that these persons have no responsibility in this 
death. The third opinion in the introduction is found in the end where the writer expresses his disagreement with 
the factory’s owner for violating the law and this opinion can be considered a factual belief because the opinion 
is based on the fact of law violation.  

Part one of the intermediate section includes six opinions. The first is expressed in the first sentence 
where the writer urges persons who have responsibility over the city to stop ‘helping’ victims since, according to 
him, the kind of help provided is inappropriate for the situation . This opinion can be considered evaluative since 
the ‘help’ so far is based solely on what the writer thinks. The second opinion is expressed in the second 
sentence where the writer expresses his ‘shame’ for the little money given to the victims’ families. It is an 
‘emotional belief’ because it expresses the feeling of shame. The next opinion is in the middle of part one and 
where the writer indirectly urges for the compensations’ increase based on a similar story the writer brings up in 
order to express some contradiction and let the reader deduce the same idea of the writer. This opinion can be 
considered evaluative even if it is based on a real story as a fact, but the deduction the writer mentions as his 
opinion is based on his personal evaluation of the issue. The last opinion in this part is expressed in the last two 
sentences where the writer damns poverty and those who use poor people to make their images in media heroic. 
This opinion can be considered as coming from popular belief since the poverty damning in the Moroccan 
culture is strongly related to religion. 

Part two of the intermediate section includes two noticeable opinions. The first one is a factual belief 
situated in the first part of the paragraph and where the writer expresses his despising for the kinds of 
compensations given to victims basing his opinion on the following fact: the source of these compensations is a 
company that specializes in providing alms to the poor and in the conditions of natural disasters and not in 
catastrophes caused by humans. The second opinion is expressed in the last two sentences of the paragraph and 
where the writer urges families’ victims to give back the alms in order to preserve their dignity and to ask for fair 
judgments. This opinion can be considered evaluative since it is the writer’s deduction of the fact he explained 
before: the source of compensations. The conclusion includes one noticeable evaluative opinion which is a 
recapitulation of the last opinion expressed in the intermediate section: urging Moroccans to live with dignity 
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honor and as human beings.  
As far as the opinion prominence is concerned, it is noticed that this article moves from less 

prominent opinions to the more prominent ones by its end. It can be considered that the resolution of the writer 
in the conclusion as the most prominent opinion since it represents his recommendation for future actions. On 
this basis, the opinions expressed in the introduction are less prominent because they expose one side of problem: 
accusations to persons responsible for the incidents mentioned, and a presentation the opponents’ view on the 
issue: that the incidents are only a matter of fate. The intermediate section follows the same pattern. The writer 
keeps exposing other sides of the problem: his feeling of shame for the kinds of compensations given to victims 
so as to show how cheap is the Moroccan citizen in the eyes of those who rule the country. This is to come to the 
conclusion that Moroccans should behave with more self-esteem and dignity and this is his evaluation expressed 
by the end of the article.   

In conclusion, studying the three editorials reveal different important points in terms of their structural 
organization and the positioning of opinions. The structures of the sample editorials seem to vary: the first text 
follows the structure suggested by most researchers aforementioned. There is an introduction that sets the 
context or describes the problem. Then, the intermediate section that presents arguments for or against, and 
finally the conclusion that presents the evaluation of the writer. The second article is similar to the first one in 
terms of structure except for the conclusion which is absent; whereas the writer’s evaluation is mentioned in part 
three of the intermediate section. The third text has also the three structural components of newspaper editorials: 
an introduction, an intermediate section, and a conclusion. The introduction, however, includes a description of 
the opponent’s opinion and this is a characteristic of editorial structure in English language as aforementioned.  

 As for the nature of opinions used, the analysis reveals that there is a variety in the three editorials: 
factual, evaluative, emotional, and opinions based on popular beliefs. Opinion positioning seems to very as well: 
the first and the third editorials suggest that opinions are generally structured from less prominent in the 
beginning of the editorials (including mostly facts and examples or similar events in the past) to more prominent 
ones by their ends (expressing directly the writer’s opinion). This can be explained by the fact that the personal 
evaluation of the writer comes as a logic deduction after listing other opinions throughout the article and 
probably for providing more suspense to the reader to go through the entire editorial. The second editorial on the 
other hand, begins with more prominent opinions and ends with less prominent ones. In this case, starting with 
personal evaluation or recommendation of the writer can be an attracting element for the audience to read the 
editorial.  

Structure, opinion type and positioning are important components of editorials because they play an 
important role in fulfilling the aims of these opinion texts:  to influence and convince the reader. Another 
important component in this regard is the language used as has been mentioned.  It is important to notice that the 
choice of the most suitable vocabulary and expressions to communicate an idea in the appropriate context is the 
means through which the editorial is appropriately structured and the opinions are appropriately expressed. The 
following section will elaborate on the language use in ‘chouftchouf’. 

 
6.2. The language power of ‘Chouftchouf’ Editorial  
It has been aforementioned (in section 4) that language use in ‘chouftchouf’ editorial is particular 

because it is the longest daily editorial that has ever been written and received such success in terms of number 
of readers. According to world Association of Newspapers (2003), Thanks to this column which covers different 
issues in a critical way, the newspaper has maximized its success.  The language use in this editorial seems to be 
the main element through which the editorial gains its power and success in attracting readers’ attention. In a 
study I (Elyazale 2012) conducted to investigate language-based argumentative strategies used in this editorial 
(68 editorial selected between 2008-2009), I found out that this editorial uses quite and varied language 
strategies that follow a pattern of use: There are some argumentative language strategies which were used with 
high frequency and in all the selected editorial articles. They included 

 Emphasis expressions: they are suggested by Aljazim and Amine (2003: 180) as argumentative 
strategies used in Arabic, stating that those expressions are used to attract the attention of the recipient to specific 
parts of speech or written sentences by emphasizing these parts. Examples Aljazim and Amine (2003: 180) 
suggest are: /I’na/ (it is), /?a’na/ (that) and the strategy of ‘repetition’ (underlying and explicit). Explicit repletion 
refers to repeating words used in the same sentence or other words with same meaning. Underlying repetition 
includes expressions such as /koul/ and /jami:3/ (all). Since repetition is one way to emphasize a point, it was 
included with emphasis expressions. The other sub-category Aljazim and Amine (2003: 180) include under 
emphasis expressions were focus phrases (one egg instead of an egg) and demonstratives like: /ha:ᶞ:/ (This) and 
/ᶞ:lika/ (that). Another sub-category Aljazim and Amine (2003: 180) include is:  expressions such as: /laysa 
faqat….bal/, /laysa faqat…. ?I’nama:/ (not only… but also) and  /ma:/+ verb or adjective, (what is+adjective).  
Zarazmouni (2006) Mustapha (in Hassana 2008) and Wikepedia (2009) also categorized emphasis expressions as 
argumentative strategies.  Expressions of emphases have been considered as important in argumentation in most 
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languages by Pearlman (in Toulba 2010:197) like expressions of swear. ‘Chouftchouf’ Editorial comprises a big 
and a varied number of emphasis expressions such as the examples mentioned in this paragraph. 

 Key words:  Suggested by Morley (2004), they are usually used to create harmony with the reader. 
The example he mentions is the word ‘our’ which he believes comprises the sense of sharing. That gives the 
reader, in Morley’s opinion, a sense of sharing ideas, feelings, values, etc, with the writer. Fowler (1991: 212 in 
Morley 2004: 11) says: “our’ is a word used to create consensus with the reader”. Alaabd (2010:31) suggests 
the use of ‘us’ and ‘our’ for strengthening the picture of the text producer. 

In the context of ‘Chouftchouf’, some expressions might fall within the category of Key words since 
they are elements the reader and the writer share. The writer uses the religious glossary with which the Moroccan 
reader is familiar and which is strongly related to the Moroccan culture, like /?alhamdulil’ah/, (Thank God) . 
Other expressions that might be included within this sharing concept is the use of Moroccan Arabic, and 
addressing the reader directly like /?anta/ (you).  

Attributes: They refer to expressions used to describe a noun or an event. Attributes have been 
considered by Pearlman (in Toulba 196) as an important linguistic tool for argumentation. Attributes according 
to Bentham (in Qoutal 2010:151) categorize the event and apply a judgment to it. In ‘Chouftchouf,’ attributes are 
used very often to describe the evaluation of the writer concerning a situation or a person. For instance, the 
writer uses ‘luxurious’ wedding to denote his negative stand on money wasting rather than spending in these 
events . 

Denial and Exception:  suggested by Azzaoui (2010: 64), they include words like: /I’nama:/ (just) 
and /I’la: / (except). Denial specifically was considered by Pearlman (in Toulba 2010:197) as having an 
important argumentative role. The same idea is supported in Wikipedia (2009) and Bouquera (2005). In 
‘Chouftchouf’, they are very often used through expressions like /la:/ (no) or (don’t), /lam/ (did not), /lan/ (will 
not),  /laysa huna:ka/ ( there is no), (la: yusmaʱu…siwa:/ (it is allowed only…). 

Modality:  it refers to attitudes and judgments expressed in newspaper texts and is characterized by 
the use of modal verbs (can, should, might, must, etc.) and adverbs (certainly…).  Modality has been 
categorized as a language argumentative strategy by Pearlman (in Toulba 2010:197). Pearlman suggests two 
types of modalities. The first Truth Modality which varies along a scale. Fairclough (1995 in Richardson 2007) 
gives the following example: ‘this can be stopped if…’. In other words, there are certain conditions that should 
be available in order for something to happen. The second Obligation Modality is related to future events and the 
degree of assumption the writer has about an action to be done or a decision to be taken, like using (ought to, 
necessarily).  

Morley (2004) included necessity modality, probability and prediction as argumentative strategies 
used in editorials specifically. Probability refers to models such as: can, could, may and might, While prediction 
encompasses the use of: shall, will and would. He also included phrasal models such as: be able to, had better, be 
going to, have to, ought to, used to, etc. Furthermore, Biber (in Abbadi 2002) analyzed modality in Arabic and 
English editorials. unlike Fairclough who classifies modality into truth and obligation, Biber  (like Morley 2004) 
mentions models which express necessity such as ‘must’, ‘should’ in English and /yatawa’jabu/ /yajibu/ in 
Arabic. There are models which express prediction such as ‘will’ ‘would’ in English and the morpheme /sa/and 
/sawfa/ in Arabic. Biber adds Finally there are models which express possibility such as ‘can’, ‘may’, ‘could’. 
Westin and Geisler (2002) also suggested prediction and necessity models as argumentative strategies used in 
editorials. In ‘Chouftchouf, there are similar modality examples found: verbs like /yajibu/ (must), or /sa/ (will), 
in addition to adverbs expressing similar meanings to that of models like /mina ?almumkin/ (it is possible). 

 Intensifiers : Intensifiers strengthen the validity of the events and ideas occurring in the text, by 
using expressions such as: /bi’ta?ki:d/ or/ʱatman/ in Arabic and ‘certainly’ in English, in addition to cognate 
adverbs as intensifiers and they refer to the process of using the same form of the  verb and the object /wa 
sa’limu: tasli:ma:/. This strategy was suggested by (Aljazim and Amine 2003). Cognate adverbs exist only in 
Arabic language. Intensifiers usually include focus adverbs (only/just, even) and emphasis adverbs: 
(simply/very/any), (Fedoriachenko 2004: 67 and Al-Shurafa 2005). In ‘Chouftchouf’, intensifiers are used with 
high frequency. Examples of focus adverbs used in the selected articles are (/faqat/ and /siwa:/ just or only, 
/ʱa’ta:/ (even) , and emphasis adverbs  found are: /bibasa:ta/ simply, /kaᶱi:ran/ very, and /?a’yi/any. Intensifiers 
used in ‘Chouftchouf’ also include cognate adverbs like: /tu3a’limu  ta3li:man  ja’yidan/ (she teaches well). 

 comparatives/ superlatives: They are adjective forms used to compare two or more things, ideas, 
values, persons, etc. these forms are categorized as language instruments for argumentation according to Shahri 
(2010: 120) and  Mustapha (in Hassana 2008). ‘Chouftchouf’ includes expressions like /?akɵar/ (more), /?aʱsan/ 
(better), /?al?aʱsan/ and /?al?afdal/ (the best). The aim behind using these expressions seems to urge the reader to 
follow the choice the writer suggests. 
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The following table summarizes the use of these strategies: 
Argumentative Strategies Mean Percentage% 

Emphasis Expressions 45,92 100 
Key words 17,76 100 
Attributes 16 100 

Denial/exception 13,52 100 
Modality 11,75 100 

Intensifiers 9,72 100 
Comparatives/Superlatives 4,6 100 

Table 1: Argumentative Strategies used in all the Selected ‘Chouftchouf’ Editorial Articles 
The table reveals that even though these strategies are used in all the editorials, they can be ordered 

through the mean. The most frequently used strategies are emphasis expressions followed by key word, attributes, 
denial/exception, modality, intensifiers and finally comparatives/superlatives as the least frequently used in this 
first category. The other category of strategies includes the ones used in more than half of the editorial articles 
and they include: 

Metaphor: It refers to using a word or an expression in its symbolic sense far from its literary meaning. 
Sola (2010: 42) suggests that metaphor is used to build a simile relation between familiar and new information. 
That is to say, metaphor reduces the bridge between the familiar information and the unfamiliar one so that the 
recipient understands it easily. Sola (2010: 42) adds that from an argumentative point of view, using ‘A’ instead 
of ‘B’ is kind of judgmental: ‘he is a lion’ refers to the idea that ‘this person is courageous’. Sola (2010: 42) 
states that it is possible to disagree with the second statement but never with the ‘fact’ that a lion is courageous. 
Metaphor is also considered as very rhetorically efficient in producing the meaning intended by Shahri (2010: 
136). Loujirin (1991: 87-88 in Shahri 2010:137) confirms this idea by stating that the argumentative strength in 
words metaphorically used is more powerful than what we feel when we use the same words in their literal 
meaning. Metaphor for Mouden (2010: 258-259) is among the strategies that influence the emotional side of the 
recipient because it carries weirdness and comes in one statement rather than in details. Weirdness can refer here 
to building a relation between two things which do not normally get together. It comes in ‘one statement’ means 
it comes in one picture where all the details are included. Metaphor was considered by Alaabd (2010:31) and 
Mustapha (in Hassana 2008) as a language strong means because it presents a clearer picture of the idea 
compared to when this idea is literally expressed.   In ‘Chouftchouf’ the use of metaphor is frequent. For 
example, the writer uses the expression ‘something in the neck of banks’ to refer to one of the banks’ 
responsibilities as an institution, or ‘something stuck in someone’s throat’ to refer to a big problem a person fell 
in. 

Linking Words: They are suggested by Azzaoui (2010:63-65) in Arabic as well as in other languages.  
Azzaoui (2010:63-65) emphasizes the importance of words which link the argument to the result. Those words 
usually gain their argumentative characteristics when used in this sentential context, not in themselves. He 
suggests the following linking words: /la:kin/ (but), /bal/ (rather), /iᶞan/ (so, thus), /ʱat’a:/ (even, and, till), 
/la:siyama:/ (especially), /?iᵟ/ (and, as, then), /bima: ?a’na/ (since), /maᶟa ᶞa:lika/ (in spite of), /I’nama:) /(only, 
but, however).  Azzaoui (2010: 63) adds that these words can link arguments with different degrees of strength. 
Linking words were also suggested as argumentative strategies by Bouquera (2005:3) and Zarzamouni (2006). 

Shahri (2010: 101-102) suggested linking words as instruments for linguistic argumentation under the 
logic tools. In addition to the words suggested by Azzaoui above, Shahri adds /layasa ……faʱasb bal/ (not 
only….. but also), /ma:…….i’la:/,(what …..only). It is important to notice here that the structure (what…. only) 
and (not only… but also) were categorized as emphasis expressions by Fedoriachinko (2004) as mentioned 
above. Since Fedoriachinko’s (2004) claim was based on expressions specifically used in editorials, similar 
structures found in ’Chouftchouf’ were also categorized as such.  Shahri (2010: 101-102) specified that linking 
words in general mean nothing in themselves, but can be assigned an argumentative role when used in a context. 
He provides the following example for illustration: a- why do you lie when you are interrogated? B- I did not lie, 
but I did not know what to say. The word ‘but’ is used to deny what was stated before ‘lying’ and moves up to 
give an argument in favor of ‘not lying’. Pearlman (in Toulba 2010:197) also suggested linking words as 
important argumentative tools. In ‘Chouftchouf’, linking words in argumentative contexts were often used. 
Examples include: /ha:kaᵟa:/ (this way), /wa/ (and), /la:kin/(but). 

Cause Expressions: They refers to using expressions like ‘because’ /sabab/ /li?a’na/. The consequence 
then becomes an introduction to a new result which itself becomes a cause for another consequence. Cause was 
identified by Bellenger (in Qoutal 2010:139) and Iedema et al (1994: 5) as an argumentative strategy. 
‘Chouftchouf’ makes use of varied cause expressions but the most used one is /li?a’na/ (because). 

Numbers: Numbers were suggested by Van Dijk (1988: 144) as argumentative strategies. Van Dijk 
(1988: 144) specified that they usually come from quotations from participants, direct observations of the events, 
interviews from eyewitnesses, and from official reports received from persons and institutions with high and 
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powerful political status. Van Dijk(1988: 114) adds that “the use of numbers suggests precision of information 

and indicates its seriousness”; thus numbers seem to be a strong rhetorical feature. Numbers were also 
categorized by Shahri (2010: 116) as a linguistic tool for language argumentation. Shahri (2010: 116) states that 
numbers are used to prove the strength of the argument.   In ‘Chouftchouf’, number use is usually identified as 
statistics especially when the writer evokes what he calls ‘big problems’ or ‘catastrophes’ in order to 
demonstrate their seriousness. 

Sarcastic Expressions: According to Sola (2010: 52), when similes and metaphors are used in 
contradiction to the related picture, they become sarcastic expressions. He illustrated the idea with the following 
example: ‘what a lion he is!’ this statement can be used to show the high degree of a person’s cowardness when 
it is used to make fun of a person. Thus, instead of using it in a sole metaphoric or simile meaning to refer to the 
braveness of that person, it, then, refers to its counterpart meaning:  that ‘this person is not courageous’. The use 
of sarcasm in ‘Chouftchouf’ seems to be used as an attraction element for the reader and as a means to criticize 
as well.  

Conditional:  Conditional sentences usually mark the conditions needed for an event to or not to take 
place and the consequence of these conditions. Abbadi (2002: 6) suggests the expressions /?iᵟa:/ (if) and ‘?iᵟa: 
lam/ (unless) as the beginning of conditional clauses in Arabic. Conditional clauses have also been identified in 
Wikipedia (2009), by Pearlman (in Toulba 2010:197), and Iedema et al (1994:5) as argumentative strategies. 
Conditional sentences in ‘Chouftchouf’ include expressions like /law/(if)…… /fa/ (then) or /ku’lama:/ 
(whenever). These expressions seem to be used for the purpose of leaving no other choices for the reader except 
the one suggested by the author as the only possible result for the condition. 

Concession: concession includes expressions such as the use of ‘though’ and ‘although’ in English 
and/raᴽma/ and /ma3a  ?a’na/ (in spite of) in Arabic. Abbadi (2002:6) suggested concession as an argumentative 
strategy in a study he conducted on editorial argumentation in Arabic and English newspaper editorials. 
‘Chouftchouf’ includes similar expressions suggested. 

 Naming/Reference: This strategy means naming or referring to a person in a way that presents a 
value judgment. Persons praised or criticized in a (an opinion) newspaper article can be referred to differently 
depending on the kind and degree of the praising or the criticism. Praising and supporting a person is usually 
characterized by positive naming or reference, while criticizing or arguing against a person is characterized by 
negative naming. Fairclough (1995 in Richardson 2007) referred to this strategy as a way to indicate a ‘social 
status’; that is to say, a positive self-presentation and negative presentation of the other. ‘Naming and reference’ 
was categorized by Shahri (2010: 88) as linguistic tools used in argumentation. In ‘Chouftchouf’ editorial, this 
strategy is often used to reveal the stand of the writer concerning a person or a situation. Some examples include 
the reference: /?abna:? Lefᶴu:sh/ (spoiled children) to refer to children of rich persons,  /?al?ali’ba/ (high social 
class) to refer to rich people, and /?almiski:n/ (the poor) as a naming strategy refers to someone the writer 
sympathizes with.  

 Stance Adverbials: They can be adverbs or expressions playing the role of adverbs. They are usually 
used to comment on or to express the writer’s attitude on the issue or situation advocated (Biber et al. 1999: 853 
in Morley 2004: 10). According to Morley (2004: 10), there are many sub-categories of stance adverbials, but he 
focused on ‘doubt and certainty’ and ‘actuality and reality’ as more relevant for newspaper editorials. The 
former sub-category includes adverbs such as: certainly, definitely, may be, of course, perhaps, and probably. 
The latter includes adverbs and adverbials like: really, in fact, especially and actually. Toulmin (1958:13) 
suggested adverbs like: possibly, probably, certainly, etc as argumentative strategies. It is important to notice 
here that some of adverbs and adverbials especially the ones which express certainty are considered as 
intensifiers. To resolve this problem, the context was used to identify if these expressions are intensifiers or 
stance adverbials. ‘Chouftchouf includes a considerable number of adverbs and adverbials which the writer uses 
when he wants to reveal his attitude towards an idea or a piece of information like: /ˣosᵓ:san/ (especially) and 
/fi: ?alʱaqi:qa/ (in reality). 

Rhetorical Questions: They are questions used to express one’s opinion and may not be answered 
because their rhetorical function is to ask them. They may be used to blame for example, (Mustapha in Hassana 
2008). Shahri (2010:85) states that these questions are the most effective linguistic expressions in argumentation. 
For Pearlman (in Toulba 2010:197), questions have an important role in argumentation because a question 
requires a topic through which a possible agreement is expected and answering this question comes to emphasize 
this agreement. ‘Chouftchouf’ includes rhetorical questions but they are not used very frequently. They are 
defined rhetorical depending on the context of their use. One of the example can be taken from the third editorial 
presented in this article in part one of the intermediate section: The writer asks: /hal 
wasalat ?a’rᵓ:ʱ ?almaᴽribiya ?ila: ha:ᶞ: ?alʱad ?almunʱat mina ?a’tas3:ira/? (Has the Moroccan soul reached that 
degrading price?) in order to express the degree of his sorrow about the worthlessness of this soul. 
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The following table summarizes the use of these strategies: 
Argumentative Strategies Percentage % 

Linking Words 98,5 
Metaphor 98,5 

Cause Expressions 97,1 
Numbers 95,4 

Sarcastic Expressions 80,9 
Conditional 77,9 
Concession 76,5 

Naming/Reference 75 
Rhetorical Questions 73,5 

Stance Adverbials 72,1 
Table 2: Argumentative Strategies Used in More Than 50% of the Selected ‘Chouftchouf’ 

Editorial Articles 
The table indicates that there is a variety of use of argumentative strategies that are found in more than 

half of the selected editorial articles. They are ordered from the most frequent starting with ‘linking words’ and 
ending with the least frequent ‘stance adverbials’. The next set of strategies was used in about half of the 
editorials selected and they included: 

 Comparison: It refers to comparing two situations with the aim to help the reader see which situation 
is better and consequently lead him/her to take a stand, or to help him/her understand the situation or the problem 
better. Sola (2010: 51) mentions that Quran is based on a lot of examples of comparison. Comparison was 
categorized as an argumentative strategy by Mustapha (2008), Shahri (2010: 139) and Zarzamouni (2006). 
Bellenger (in Qoutal 2010:129) states that this strategy is easy to understand for non-intellectual public. The 
most frequently comparison expressions used in ‘Chouftchouf’ are:  /fi:ma:/ (whereas), and /fi lwaqti ‘la δ:/ (at 
the time when). 

Exaggeration: It refers to overstating an idea. Exaggeration was categorized as an instrument for 
linguistic argumentation in the Arabic Language by Shahri (2010: 120) and Suchan (2010: 14). This also 
includes ‘hyperbole’ which refers to extreme exaggeration of an event in order to produce a strong rhetorical 
effect especially of humor (Abbadi 2002:7).  In ‘Chouftchouf’, this strategy is usually used when the writer 
refers to a situation which he considers a problem. Expressions used are ‘festival’ to refer to a huge wedding 
ceremony, and when he advocates the rain issue, the writer states that a person needs a ‘submarine’ to cross a 
tunnel to criticize the bad infrastructure of Casablanca City. 

Suasives:  They are expressions that show the extent to which the writer tries to convince the reader 
with the desirability or probability of an event. Suasives were categorized as an argumentative strategy in 
editorials by Westin and Geisler (2002). Examples they included are mostly verbs such as: agree, arrange, beg, 
command, decide, insist, and propose. In ‘Chouftchouf’, suasives are not very often used. Most of them are not 
necessarily verbs but parts of sentences expressing the same meanings of suasive verbs. They include verbs or 
sentence chunks like /?alʱa’qu/, (having the right) or (agree), /?asbaʱa mina ?a’daru:ri/, (becomes a necessity). 

Quotes: Quoting means reporting on weighty persons in a social, political, economic, etc context to 
strengthen the position taken. Shahri (2010:128) refers to quotes as ‘proofs’ or ‘prepared arguments or 
witnesses’. According to him, they are among the supports of strong argumentation since they are reported and 
do not belong to the text producer; that is why they exceed the ordinary text (produced by the author) one level. 
Shahri (2010:128) adds that this process helps in elevating the person of the text producer into a higher rank 
because he/she gains a certain power from this reporting. Some examples of ‘prepared arguments’ Shahri 
mentions are: religious texts, proverbs, wisdom statements. Alarwi (2001:66 in Shahri 2010:132) states that 
wisdom statements are organized forms that some contexts require with the aim to influence, prove something 
and convince. As for proverbs, they are used to strengthen the truthfulness of the arguments included, (Shahri 
2010: 132). Mouden (2010:254) adds that proverbs have a beautifying role in the language and stimulate 
imagination as well, and consequently contribute in the process of argumentation itself. Wisdom statements and 
proverbs are considered very important in argumentation by Pearlman (in Toulba 2010: 197). Proverbs and 
wisdom statements for Bellenger (in Qoutal 2010:152) guarantee the wisdom of the world, its progress and its 
ongoing existence… they are categorized among morals and thus, they justify the morality of the text. In the 
Arabic language specifically, Quotes from Quran verses and ‘sayings’ of the prophet are used as argumentative 
strategies. Mouden (2010:253) in this regard categorizes Quran among the strongest quotes in the Arab and 
Islamic culture because its power does not belong to one person. Quoting as an argumentative strategy was also 
suggested by Mustapha (in Hassana 2008) and Bouquera (2005). ‘Chouftchouf’ includes variety of quotes from 
public speeches of weighty persons (who are not necessarily famous but they are usually related to the issue 
tackled) to religious verses from the Quran or the prophet’s sayings. 
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Argumentative Factors:  They were suggested by Azzaoui (2010: 64) who specifies that they are used 
to limit the direction of the argument to one possibility. He suggests expressions like:  /taqri:ban/, /ka:da/(almost), 
/kaƟi:ran/ ( a lot) , /qali:lan/ (few, little). Argumentative factors were also  suggested by Bouqera (2005: 3) as 
argumentative strategies. ‘Chouftchouf’ includes similar examples.  

It is + evaluative adjective+ that/to: This structure was suggested by Morley (2004) as a rhetorical 
device used in quality and popular British newspaper editorials like: it’s plain that, it’s fitting that. In 
‘Chouftchouf’, this strategy usually takes the form: what is supposed to be the case: /mina lmafrᵓ:d/ (it is 
supposed).  

The following table summarizes the use of this set of strategies as used in ‘Chouftchouf’:  
Argumentative Strategies Percentage % 

Comparison 58,8 
Exaggeration 57,4 

Suasives 50 
Quotes 45,6 

Argumentative Factors 45,6 
It is + evaluative adjective+ that/to 41,2 

Table 3: Argumentative Strategies Used in About  50% of the Selected ‘Chouftchouf’ Editorial 
Articles 

 The percentages indicate that these strategies are used frequently since they are found in about half of 
the editorials selected. Comparison and Exaggeration come first in this set, while quotes, argumentative factors 
and ‘it is + evaluative adjective+that/to are less frequently used. As for the strategies which were rarely used, 
they included:  

Neologism: it refers to inventing new words or assigning new meanings to old words. Fairclough 
(1995 in Richardson 2007: 70) gives examples like the suffix ‘-gate’ which refers to a scandal and using ‘google’ 
as a verb to mean ‘search’. Another form Fairclough (1995 in Richardson 2007) suggest is merging two existing 
words, such as ‘brunch’ for ‘breakfast+lunch’. In ‘Chouftchouf’, the writer would create new words based on 
familiar ones like using the word /ka:li:ba:n/ to refer to food strollers selling dog meat, in relation to the word 
/ka:niba:l/ which is a tribe in the history said to  have lived on human flesh. 

Puns: They are often used in newspaper editorials according to Richardson (2007: 70). Richardson 
(2007: 70) categorizes them into three sub-categories: homographic, ideographic, and homophonic. 
Homographic refers to a word which has multiple meanings. Ideographic refers to alternating words of parallel 
sounds but which are not exactly identical, such as ‘Merry’ and ‘Marry’. Homophonic, on the other hand, refer 
to substituting words of the same sound with different meanings, such as ‘raise’ and raze’. In ‘Choufthcouf’, 
puns are not used very often and they include vocabulary taken from the Moroccan culture like the word: 
/qwa:lᵊb/ which refers to ‘tricks’  and ‘sugar’ in Moroccan Arabic. 

Switching position of words: This strategy was suggested by Sola (2010: 46), Fedoriachinko (2004), 
and Zarzamouni (2006). It refers to changing the original position of a sentence component: a verb, noun, phrase, 
etc in order to emphasize this part or to direct the reader to think about the issue in a specific way. Examples 
Sola (2010: 46) suggests are: using the question form”am I not your father?” instead of a sentence: Iam your 
father. Sola also suggests the example of using a question ‘how can I shake hand with him and he was unjust to 
me’ instead of ‘I will not shake hand with him’. A question according to Sola (2010: 47) makes the recipient 
obliged to answer into the direction of what the question draws. In ‘Chouftchouf’ for instance, the writer uses the 
expression: /waʱdahum ?a’ʕaʱa:ya:/ (the victims by themselves) instead of /?a‘ʕaʱa:ya:  waʱdahum) to emphasize 
the idea that the victims have done some work by themselves with no help. 

 Antithesis: It means using the word and its opposite in the same sentence or clause: ”And that He it 
is Who make the laugh, and make the weep, And that He it is Who give the death and give the life; (anajm 
44-43). In this example from Quran, Sola (2010: 46) states that the aim is to show the absolute power of the 
creator. Shahri (2010: 139), Zarzamouni (2006) and Wikepedia (2009) also suggested antithesis as an 
argumentative strategy. In ‘Chouftchouf’, the writer usually uses antithesis in the same clause or in two clauses 
as part of one sentence like: /ka:nat huna:ka qa:3a lil?afra:ʱ  taʱtaʕinu ?atra:ʱa ?almuwa:teni:n/, ( there was a 
party room witnessing a sad event). 

 Unnecessary Prepositions: They are prepositions suggested by Zarzamouni (2006), and which are not 
necessary for the meaning but used only for emphasis such as /min/ (from), letter /b/, and /k/ in examples like: 
/laysa ka miɵlihi ᶴay?/ (there is nothing like him), (Zarzamouni 2006). In ‘Chouftchouf’, this strategy is very 
rarely used. Most of the instances are used with the structure suggested before: it is + evaluative adjective. For 
example: /’?i’nahu lamina ?al3a:ri/ (it is a shame that). The /l/ is the unnecessary preposition. 
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The following table summarizes the use of this last set of strategies: 
Argumentative Strategies Percentage % 

Puns 27,9 
Neologism 27,9 

Switching Position of words 16,2 
Antithesis 13,2 

Unnecessary Prepositions 5,9 
Table 4: Argumentative Strategies Rarely Used in the Selected ‘Chouftchouf’ Editorial Articles 

The percentages reveal that the suggested strategies in this set are used in less than 30% of the 
selected editorials. Puns and neologism are the most frequently used, while unnecessary prepositions are the least 
frequently used.  

 In short, the study conducted on ‘Chouftchouf’ editorial has given evidence on the rich use of 
language strategies in terms of number and variety. Nineteen language strategies have been used in the 68 
editorial articles that vary in frequency. These results seem to confirm the immense important role of language in 
editorials. However; these findings remain descriptive and further research is needed to deeply analyze language 
argumentation in this editorials and in other Moroccan newspaper editorials. 
 
Conclusion 
The aim of this article was to modestly contribute in revealing the importance of newspaper editorials because 
they have received little attention in media research generally speaking and in the Moroccan context in particular. 
Their rhetorical nature provides them with enough power to possibly influence the public opinion on different 
issues; issues that can even be critical to a community or a whole country. Therefore; editorials deserve more 
consideration in media research than they actually receive. This article can be considered a preliminary step 
towards deeper research in Moroccan newspaper editorials in terms of their structural organization, the types of 
opinions used and their positioning, and in terms of language use as well. This is because the present article 
presents only a sample of three articles from one editorial to illustrate the aforementioned points. At the level of 
language use specifically, even though the article brings empirical evidence on the rich language argumentation 
use in newspaper editorials, the study still focuses on one editorial and further research is needed to give more 
enlightenment and empirical evidence on the characteristics of newspaper editorials.  
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